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RELATIVE KAZHDAN–LUSZTIG CELLS

MEINOLF GECK

Abstract. In this paper, we study the Kazhdan–Lusztig cells of a Coxeter
group W in a “relative” setting, with respect to a parabolic subgroup WI ⊆ W .
This relies on a factorization of the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis {Cw} of the cor-
responding (multi-parameter) Iwahori–Hecke algebra with respect to WI . We
obtain two applications to the “asymptotic case” in type Bn, as introduced
by Bonnafé and Iancu: we show that {Cw} is a “cellular basis” in the sense
of Graham and Lehrer, and we construct an analogue of Lusztig’s canoni-
cal isomorphism from the Iwahori–Hecke algebra to the group algebra of the
underlying Weyl group of type Bn.

1. Introduction

Let W be a Coxeter group and L : W → Z�0 a weight function, in the sense of
Lusztig [18]. This gives rise to various pre-order relations on W , usually denoted
by �L, �R and �LR. Let ∼L, ∼R and ∼LR be the corresponding equivalence
relations. The equivalence classes are called the left, right and two-sided cells of
W , respectively. They were first defined by Kazhdan and Lusztig [13] in the case
where L is the length function on W (the “equal parameter case”), and by Lusztig
[15] in general. They play a fundamental role, for example, in the representation
theory of finite or p-adic groups of Lie type; see Lusztig [16], [17] and the survey in
[18, Chap. 0].

The definition of the above relations relies on the construction of the Kazhdan–
Lusztig basis {Cw | w ∈ W} in the associated Iwahori–Hecke algebra H. This
paper arose from an attempt to show that the basis {Cw} is a “cellular basis” in
the sense of Graham and Lehrer [12], in the case where W = Wn is of type Bn with
diagram and weight function given by

Bn � � � · · · �
b a a a

where a, b are positive integers such that b/a is “large” with respect to n. This is
the “asymptotic case” studied by Bonnafé and Iancu [3].

After a number of intermediate results, this goal will be achieved in Section 6.
Those intermediate results concern properties of left, right and two-sided cells which
are important in their own right. In fact, combining the results in this paper with
the results of Bonnafé and Iancu [3], Bonnafé [4], and Geck and Iancu [10], we have
that (P1)–(P14) from Lusztig’s list of conjectures in [18, Chap. 14], as well as a
weak version of (P15), hold in the “asymptotic case” in type Bn. The weak version
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of (P15) is sufficient, for example, to establish the existence of an analogue of
Lusztig’s canonical isomorphism [14] for the two-parameter Iwahori–Hecke algebra
of type Bn. (These things will be discussed at the end of this paper, in Section 7.)

The main and unifying idea of this paper is to combine the existing theory (due
to Lusztig in general, and to Bonnafé and Iancu as far as type Bn is concerned)
with a detailed analysis of the decomposition of the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis of a
Coxeter group with respect to a parabolic subgroup, based on the author’s article
[8].

Here is the first property that we consider in this paper. It has been conjectured
by Lusztig [18, 14.2] that we always have the following implication for elements x, y
in a Coxeter group W :

(♠) x �L y and x ∼LR y ⇒ x ∼L y.

This is known to hold in the equal parameter case when W is a finite or affine
Weyl group1; see Lusztig [17]. However, although all the notions involved in the
above statement are completely elementary, the proof is surprisingly complicated:
it relies on a geometric interpretation of the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis of H and some
deep results from algebraic geometry; see Springer [20] and Lusztig [17]. A some-
what different proof is given by Lusztig [14] for finite Weyl groups (relying on the
connection between cells and primitive ideals in universal enveloping algebras via
the main conjecture in [13]); in that article, (♠) is used to construct a canonical
isomorphism from H to the group algebra of W . The property (♠) also plays an
important role in Lusztig’s study [16] of representations of reductive groups over
finite fields.

In Section 4, we develop the formulation of a relative version of (♠), taking into
account the presence of a parabolic subgroup WI ⊆ W . (The original version of (♠)
corresponds to the case where WI = W .) The tools for dealing with this relative
setting are provided by [8]; we recall the basic ingredients, with some refinements,
in Section 3. We conjecture that the relative version of (♠) holds for all W, L and
all choices of WI ⊆ W . In Section 4, we prove our conjecture for finite and for affine
Weyl groups in the equal parameter case. The method is inspired by Lusztig’s proof
of (♠) in [18, Chap. 15]. The additional complication arising from the presence of
WI is dealt with by Lemma 4.7, which reduces to a triviality if WI = W .

A priori, we do not have any geometric interpretation of the Kazhdan–Lusztig
basis in the general case of unequal parameters. (Note, however, that there is a
conjectural geometrical interpretation by Lusztig [18, Chap. 27] for certain values
of the parameters.) So the above methods and results will not apply in type Bn

with parameters as specified as above. In Theorem 5.13, we do prove (♠) in this
case, by reduction to the relative version of (♠) for the symmetric group Sn. Thus,
eventually, the proof of (♠) in type Bn also rests on the geometric interpretation of
the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis for Sn. The proof of that reduction argument occupies
almost all of Section 5; this relies once more on the results in [8], and on the results
of Bonnafé and Iancu [3] and Bonnafé [4] on the left cells and two-sided cells,
respectively. At one point in the proof, we also use an idea of Dipper, James, and
Murphy [6] to deal with the action of the generator with parameter b in the above
diagram.

1Other situations where (♠) is known to hold include the quasi-split case discussed in [18,
Chap. 16] (which is derived from the equal parameter case), and explicitly worked examples like
the infinite dihedral group in [18, Chap. 17] or type F4 in [9].
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In Section 6, we go on to study the representations carried by the left cells
in the “asymptotic case” in type Bn. The main result, Theorem 6.3, shows that
two left cells which afford the same character actually give rise to exactly the
same representation (and not only equivalent ones). Again, the proof relies on
the techniques in [8], concerning the “induction” of cells. An analogous result for
the left cell representations of the symmetric group has already been obtained by
Kazhdan and Lusztig in their original article [13] where they introduced left cells
and the corresponding representations.

Combining the main results of Bonnafé and Iancu [3] and Bonnafé [4] with The-
orem 5.13 and Theorem 6.3 in this paper, we immediately get that {Cw} is a
“cellular basis” in the “asymptotic case” in type Bn; see Corollary 6.4.

As a further application of our results, we can exhibit a new basis in the Iwahori–
Hecke algebra of type Bn whose structure constants are integers. (In fact, the struc-
ture constants are 0, 1.) This uses an idea of Neunhöffer [19] concerning an explicit
Wedderburn decomposition in terms of the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis. We show that
the subring generated by that basis is nothing but Lusztig’s ring J ; we also obtain
an analogue of Lusztig’s homomorphism from the Iwahori–Hecke algebra into J ;
see Section 7. As an application, this gives rise to a “canonical” homomorphism
from the generic Iwahori–Hecke algebra of type Bn into the group algebra of the
underlying Weyl group. An explicit example is worked out in Example 7.9. In the
equal parameter case, such a homomorphism was first constructed by Lusztig [14].

We close this introduction with the remark that the results in Sections 2–4 hold
for general Coxeter groups and may be of independent interest. The applications
to type Bn, to be found in Section 5–7, depend on the two articles by Bonnafé
and Iancu [3] and Bonnafé [4] (where the left cells and the two-sided cells are
determined), but are otherwise self-contained.

2. The basic set-up

We begin by recalling the basic definitions concerning Kazhdan–Lusztig cells in
the general multi-parameter case. Let W be a Coxeter group, with generating set
S. (We assume that S is a finite set, but the group W may be finite or infinite.)
In [18], the parameters of the corresponding Iwahori–Hecke algebra are specified
by an integer-valued weight function. Following a suggestion of Bonnafé [4], we
can slightly modify Lusztig’s definition so as to include the more general setting in
[15] as well (where the parameters may be contained in a totally ordered abelian
group). So let Γ be an abelian group (written additively) and assume that there is
a total order � on Γ compatible with the group structure. (In the setting of [18],
we take Γ = Z with the natural order.)

Let A = Z[Γ] be the free abelian group with basis {eγ | γ ∈ Γ}. There is a
well-defined ring structure on A such that eγeγ′

= eγ+γ′
for all γ, γ′ ∈ Γ. (Hence, if

Γ = Z, then A is nothing but the ring of Laurent polynomials in an indeterminate e.)
We write 1 = e0 ∈ A. Given a ∈ A we denote by aγ the coefficient of eγ , so that
a =

∑
γ∈Γ aγeγ . We let A�0 := 〈eγ | γ � 0〉Z; similarly, we define A>0, A�0 and

A<0. We say that a function
L : W → Γ

is a weight function if L(ww′) = L(w) + L(w′) whenever we have l(ww′) = l(w) +
l(w′) where l : W → N is the usual length function. (We denote N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}.)
We assume throughout that L(s) > 0 for all s ∈ S. Let H = H(W, S, L) be
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the generic Iwahori–Hecke algebra over A with parameters {qs | s ∈ S} where
qs := eL(s) for s ∈ S. The algebra H is free over A with basis {Tw | w ∈ W}, and
the multiplication is given by the rule

TsTw =
{

Tsw if l(sw) > l(w),
Tsw + (qs − q−1

s )Tw if l(sw) < l(w),

where s ∈ S and w ∈ W . (Note that the above elements Tw are denoted T̃w in
[15].)

For any a ∈ A, we define ā :=
∑

γ∈Γ aγe−γ . We extend the map a 	→ ā to a ring
involution H → H, h 	→ h, by the formula∑

w∈W

awTw =
∑

w∈W

āwT−1
w−1 (aw ∈ A).

Now we have a corresponding Kazhdan–Lusztig basis of H, which we denote by
{Cw | w ∈ W}2. The basis element Cw is uniquely determined by the conditions
that

Cw = Cw and Cw ≡ Tw mod H<0,

where H<0 :=
∑

w∈W A<0 Tw; see [15, Prop. 2] and [18, Theorem 5.2].

2.1. Multiplication rules. For any x, y ∈ W , we write

Cx Cy =
∑
z∈W

hx,y,z Cz where hx,y,z ∈ A for all x, y, z ∈ W.

An easy induction on l(x) shows that TxTy is a linear combination of basis elements
Tz where l(z) � l(x) + l(y). This also implies that

hx,y,z �= 0 ⇒ l(z) � l(x) + l(y).

We have the following more explicit formula for s ∈ S, y ∈ W (see [15, §6]):

Cs Cy =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Csy +
∑
z∈W

sz<z<y

Ms
z,yCz if sy > y,

(qs + q−1
s )Cy if sy < y,

where Ms
z,y = M

s

z,y ∈ A is determined as in [15, §3] and � denotes the Bruhat–
Chevalley order. In particular, we have

hs,y,z �= 0 ⇒ z = y > sy or z = sy > y or sz < z < y < sy.

2.2. The Kazhdan–Lusztig pre-orders. As in [18, §8], we write x ←L y if there
exists some s ∈ S such that hs,y,x �= 0, that is, Cx occurs in Cs Cy (when expressed
in the C-basis). The Kazhdan–Lusztig left pre-order �L is the relation on W gener-
ated by ←L, that is, we have x �L y if there exists a sequence x = x0, x1, . . . , xk = y
of elements in W such that xi−1 ←L xi for all i. The equivalence relation associ-
ated with �L will be denoted by ∼L and the corresponding equivalence classes are
called the left cells of W .

Similarly, we can define a pre-order �R by considering multiplication by Cs on
the right in the defining relation. The equivalence relation associated with �R will
be denoted by ∼R and the corresponding equivalence classes are called the right
cells of W . We have

x �R y ⇔ x−1 �L y−1.

2Note that this basis is denoted by C′
w in [15] and by cw in [18].
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This follows by using the antiautomorphism � : H → H given by T �
w = Tw−1 ; we

have C�
w = Cw−1 for all w ∈ W ; see [18, 5.6]. Thus, any statement concerning the

left pre-order relation �L has an equivalent version for the right pre-order relation
�R, via �. Finally, we define a pre-order �LR by the condition that x �LR y if
there exists a sequence x = x0, x1, . . . , xk = y such that, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
we have xi−1 �L xi or xi−1 �R xi. The equivalence relation associated with �LR
will be denoted by ∼LR and the corresponding equivalence classes are called the
two-sided cells of W .

2.3. Left cell representations. Let C be a left cell or, more generally, a union of
left cells of W . We define an H-module by [C]A := IC/ÎC, where

IC := 〈Cw | w �L z for some z ∈ C〉A,

ÎC := 〈Cw | w �∈ C, w �L z for some z ∈ C〉A.

Note that, by the definition of the pre-order relation �L, these are left ideals in
H. Now denote by cx (x ∈ C) the residue class of Cx in [C]A. Then the elements
{cx | x ∈ C} form an A-basis of [C]A and the action of Cw (w ∈ W ) is given by the
formula

Cw.cx =
∑
y∈C

hw,x,y cy.

Assume now that C is a finite set and write C = {x1, . . . , xd}. Let {c1, . . . , cd} be
the corresponding standard basis of [C]A, where ci = cxi

for all i. Then we obtain
a matrix representation

XC : H → Md(A) where XC(Cw) =
(
hw,xj ,xi

)
1�i,j�d

for any w ∈ W . Thus, hw,xj ,xi
is the (i, j)-coefficient of the matrix XC(Cw).

Although this will not play a role in this paper, we mention that, for various
reasons, it is sometimes more convenient3 to twist the action of H on [C]A by the
A-algebra automorphism

δ : H → H, Ts 	→ −T−1
s (s ∈ S).

We shall often write hδ instead of δ(h). As in [18, 21.1], we define a new H-module
by taking the same underlying A-module as before, but where the action is given
by the formulas

C δ
w.cx =

∑
y∈C

hw,x,y cy (w ∈ W, x ∈ C).

We denote this new H-module by [C]δA. It is readily checked that [C]δA =δ(IC)/δ(ÎC).

Remark 2.4. We have a unique ring involution j : H → H such that j(eγ) = e−γ

for γ ∈ Γ and j(Tw) = (−1)l(w)Tw for w ∈ W . Then j commutes with δ and the
composition j ◦ δ is nothing but the involution h 	→ h on H; see [15, §6]. Thus, we
have

δ(Cw) = δ(Cw) = j(Cw) for any w ∈ W.

3Here is a simple example to illustrate this point: Let C = {1} be the left cell consisting
of the identity element of W . Then [C]A affords the representation Ts �→ −q−1

s (s ∈ S) and
[C]δA affords the representation Ts �→ qs (s ∈ S). Specializing qs �→ 1, we obtain the sign and
the unit representation of W , respectively. It is sometimes more natural to associate the unit
representation with the left cell {1}; so one should work with [C]δA in this case. Especially, this

can be seen in [18, Chap. 21] where Lusztig works with [C]δA throughout.
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This observation can be used to obtain formulas for δ(h) (h ∈ H) which would be
difficult to compute using the definition of δ. For example, we obtain

δ(Cw) = j(Cw) = (−1)l(w)Tw +
∑
y∈W
y<w

(−1)l(y) P
∗
y,w Ty

for any w ∈ W .

We shall be interested in the following property.

Definition 2.5. Let C and C1 be left cells or, more generally, be unions of left cells
of W . We write C ≈ C1, if there exists a bijection C

∼→ C1, x 	→ x1, such that the
following condition is satisfied:

(♥) hw,x,y = hw,x1,y1 for all w ∈ W and all x, y ∈ C.

This means that the H-modules [C]A and [C1]A are not only isomorphic, but even
the action of any Cw (w ∈ W ) is given by exactly the same formulas with respect
to the standard bases of [C]A and [C]A, respectively. A similar remark applies, of
course, to the H-modules [C]δA and [C1]δA. Note that, in order to verify that (♥)
holds, it is enough to consider the case where w = s ∈ S (since the elements Cs,
s ∈ S, generate H as an A-algebra).

Example 2.6. Let W = Sn be the symmetric group, with generating set S =
{s1, . . . , sn−1} where si = (i, i + 1) for 1 � i � n − 1. Let Γ = Z with its natural
order, and set q := e1. Then A = Z[Γ] = Z[q, q−1] is the ring of Laurent polynomials
in an indeterminate q. Let L : Sn → Z be the weight function given by L(si) = 1
for 1 � i � n − 1, and denote by H(Sn) the corresponding Iwahori–Hecke algebra
over A. Thus, we have the following diagram specifying the generators, relations
and parameters:

An−1

{qs}:
� � · · · �

s1

q

s2

q

sn−1

q

The classical Robinson–Schensted correspondence associates with each element σ ∈
Sn a pair of standard tableaux (A(σ), B(σ)) of the same shape. For any partition
ν of n, we set

Rν := {σ ∈ Sn | A(σ), B(σ) have shape ν}.
Thus, we have Sn =

∐
ν Rν where ν runs over all partitions of n. Then the following

hold.
(a) For a fixed standard tableau T , the set {σ ∈ Sn | B(σ) = T} is a left cell

of Sn and {σ ∈ Sn | A(σ) = T} is a right cell of Sn. Furthermore, all left
cells and all right cells arise in this way.

(b) Let C, C1 be left cells and assume that C ⊆ Rν , C1 ⊆ Rν1 . Then we have
C ≈ C1 if and only if ν = ν1. The required bijection from C onto C1 can be
explicitly described in terms of the “star” operation defined in [13, §4].

These statements were first proved by Kazhdan–Lusztig [13, §5]. (See also Ariki
[1].) It is actually shown there that the bijection x 	→ x1 is determined by the
condition that x ∈ C and x1 ∈ C1 lie in the same right cell. In Proposition 2.13, we
will see that this property automatically follows from some general principles.
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Lemma 2.7. Let ϕ : W → W be a group automorphism such that ϕ(S) = S and
qϕ(s) = qs for all s ∈ S. Let C, C1 be left cells of W . Then ϕ(C), ϕ(C1) are left cells
and we have C ≈ C1 if and only if ϕ(C) ≈ ϕ(C1).

Proof. Our assumptions imply that ϕ induces an A-algebra automorphism ϕ̃ : H →
H such that ϕ̃(Tw) = Tϕ(w) for all w ∈ W . It is readily checked that ϕ̃ commutes
with the involution h 	→ h of H. This implies that

ϕ̃(Cw) = Cϕ(w) for all w ∈ W.

Consequently, we also have hx,y,z = hϕ(x),ϕ(y),ϕ(z) for all x, y, z ∈ W . By the
definition of left cells, this yields that ϕ preserves the partition of W into left cells
and that we have C ≈ C1 if and only if ϕ(C) ≈ ϕ(C1). �

Lemma 2.8. Assume that W is finite and let w0 ∈ W be the unique element of
maximal length. Let C and C1 be left cells such that C ≈ C1. Then we also have
Cw0 ≈ C1w0 and w0C ≈ w0C1. (Note that Cw0, C1w0 and w0C, w0C1 are left cells;
see [18, Cor. 11.7].)

Proof. First we prove that Cw0 ≈ C1w0. Let C
∼→ C1, x 	→ x1, be a bijection such

that (♥) holds; see Definition 2.5. In particular, this means that hs,x,y = hs,x1,y1

for all s ∈ S and x, y ∈ C.
Now recall the formula for multiplication by Cs from (2.1). That formula shows

that, for any s ∈ S and any x ∈ C, we have sx < x if and only if sx1 < x1.
Furthermore, by [18, Prop. 11.6], we have

Ms
xw0,yw0

= −(−1)l(x)+l(y)Ms
y,x if sy < y < x < sx.

Hence we obtain

hs,xw0,yw0 = hs,x1w0,y1w0 for all s ∈ S and x, y ∈ C.

Consequently, (♥) holds for the bijection Cw0 → C1w0, xw0 	→ x1w0. Now consider
the group automorphism ϕ : W → W given by ϕ(w) = w0ww0. It is well-known
that ϕ(S) = S. Furthermore, since s ∈ S and ϕ(s) are conjugate, we have qs =
qϕ(s). Hence, Lemma 2.7 shows that w0Cw0 and w0C1w0 are left cells such that
w0Cw0 ≈ w0C1w0. Hence the previous argument shows that w0C = (w0Cw0)w0 ≈
(w0C1w0)w0 = w0C1. �

We close this section with some results which show that, under suitable hypothe-
ses, a bijection C

∼→ C1, x 	→ x1, satisfying (♥) automatically respects the right
cells of W . (These results will also play an important role in Section 7.) Let us
assume throughout that W is a finite group. Since the group Γ is totally ordered,
A = Z[Γ] is easily seen to be an integral domain. Let K be the field of fractions of
R[Γ] ⊇ A. By extension of scalars, we obtain a K-algebra HK = K ⊗A H.

Remark 2.9. The algebra HK is split semisimple.

Proof. The fact that HK is semisimple relies on two ingredients: first, RW (the
group algebra of W over R) is known to be split semisimple and, second, R[Γ]⊗AH
specializes to RW , via the ring homomorphism θ : R[Γ] → R such that θ(eγ) = 1
for all γ ∈ Γ. Then it remains to use known results on splitting fields; see [11, §9]
and the references there. For more details, see [10, Remark 3.1]. �
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Let Irr(HK) be the set of irreducible characters of HK . We write this set in the
form

Irr(HK) = {χλ | λ ∈ Λ},
where Λ is some finite indexing set. The algebra HK is symmetric with respect to
the trace function τ : HK → K defined by τ (T1) = 1 and τ (Tw) = 0 for 1 �= w ∈ W ;
see [11, §8.1]. The fact that HK is split semisimple yields that

τ =
∑
λ∈Λ

1
cλ

χλ where 0 �= cλ ∈ R[Γ];

see [11, §7.2 and 9.3.5]. The elements cλ are called the Schur elements.
For any λ ∈ Λ, let us denote by Xλ : HK → Mdλ

(K) a matrix representation with
character χλ. Let X

ij
λ (h) denote the (i, j)-coefficient of Xλ(h) for any h ∈ HK . By

Wedderburn’s theorem, the algebra HK is abstractly isomorphic to the direct sum
of the matrix algebras Mdλ

(K) (λ ∈ Λ). Since HK is symmetric, this isomorphism
can be described explicitly:

Proposition 2.10 (Explicit Wedderburn decomposition). Let B be any basis of
HK and B∨ = {b∨ | b ∈ B} the dual basis with respect to τ . We set

Eij
λ =

1
cλ

∑
b∈B

X
ji
λ (b) b∨ for any λ ∈ Λ, 1 � i, j � dλ.

Then Xλ(Eij
λ ) ∈ Mdλ

(K) is the matrix with (i, j)-coefficient 1 and coefficient 0
otherwise. Furthermore, if µ �= λ, we have Xkl

µ (Eij
λ ) = 0 for all 1 � k, l � dµ. In

particular, the elements

{Eij
λ | λ ∈ Λ, 1 � i, j � dλ}

form a basis of HK .

(For a proof, see [11, Prop. 7.2.7], for example.)
We want to apply the above result to the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis B := {Cw |

w ∈ W}. The dual basis can be described as follows. We set

Dz−1 := (−1)l(z)+l(w0)C δ
zw0

Tw0 for any z ∈ W.

where w0 ∈ W is the unique element of maximal length. Then we have

τ (CwDz−1) =
{

1 if w = z,
0 if w �= z;

see [18, Prop. 11.5]. Hence we have C∨
w = Dw−1 for all w ∈ W . In particular, the

structure constants of H can be expressed by

hx,y,z = τ (CxCyDz−1) for all x, y, z ∈ W.

This immediately yields that

CxDy−1 =
∑

w∈W

hw,x,y Dw−1 for any x, y ∈ W.

The following two results were observed by Neunhöffer in his thesis [19, Kap. VI,
§4]. For any left cell C, denote by χC the character afforded by the left cell module
[C]K := K ⊗A [C]A of HK .
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Lemma 2.11 (Neunhöffer). Let C be a left cell such that χC ∈ Irr(HK). Writing
C = {x1, . . . , xd} and using the notation in (2.3), we have

Eij
λ =

1
cλ

Cxi
Dx−1

j
for 1 � i, j � d,

where λ ∈ Λ is such that χλ = χC and where we take Xλ = XC. In particular, we
have Xλ(Cxi

Dxj
) �= 0 and Xµ(Cxi

Dxj
) = 0 for any µ ∈ Λ \ {λ}.

Proof. Since Neunhöffer only considers the case of the symmetric group, we give a
proof here. By the formula in Proposition 2.10, we have

Eij
λ =

1
cλ

∑
w∈W

X
ji
λ (Cw)Dw−1 where Xλ := XC.

We have observed in (2.3) that X
ji
λ (Cw) = hw,xi,xj

. Hence we have

Eij
λ =

1
cλ

∑
w∈W

hw,xi,xj
Dw−1 =

1
cλ

Cxi
Dx−1

j
,

as desired. The remaining statements are clear by Proposition 2.10. �
Lemma 2.12 (Neunhöffer). Let C, C1 be two left cells of W such that C ≈ C1. Let
C

∼→ C1, x 	→ x1, be a bijection such that condition (♥) in Definition 2.5 holds.
Then we have

CxDy−1 = Cx1Dy−1
1

for all x, y ∈ C.

Proof. Condition (♥) means that hw,x,y = hw,x1,y1 for all w ∈ W and all x, y ∈ C.
Hence we also have

CxDy−1 =
∑

w∈W

hw,x,y Dw−1 =
∑

w∈W

hw,x1,y1 Dw−1 = Cx1Dy−1
1

,

as required. �
Proposition 2.13. In the above setting, let C, C1 be left cells such that χC = χC1 ∈
Irr(HK) and C ≈ C1. Let C

∼→ C1, x 	→ x1, be a bijection such that condition (♥)
in Definition 2.5 holds. Then we have x ∼R x1 for any x ∈ C.

Proof. Let x ∈ C. We show that x1 �R x. To see this, we argue as follows.
Choose an enumeration of the elements in C where x is the first element. Consider
the corresponding matrix representation XC. By Lemma 2.11, XC(CxDx−1) is a
matrix with a non-zero coefficient at position (1, 1) and coefficient 0 otherwise.
Consequently, some coefficient in the first row of XC(Cx) must be non-zero. Using
(2.3) we see that there exists some y ∈ C such that hx,y,x �= 0. Then, by (♥), we
have hx,y1,x1 = hx,y,x �= 0 and so x1 �R x, as claimed.

We now apply a similar discussion to the left cell C1 and the element x1. Working
with the representation XC1 , we see that there exists some z1 ∈ C1 such that
hx1,z1,x1 �= 0. But then we have hx1,z,x = hx1,z1,x1 �= 0 and so x �R x1. Hence we
conclude that x ∼R x1. �
Example 2.14. Let us consider once more the case where W = Sn, as in Exam-
ple 2.6. It is shown by Kazhdan and Lusztig [13] that

χC ∈ Irr(H(Sn)K) for any left cell C ⊆ Sn.

Now let C, C1 be left cells such that C ≈ C1; see Example 2.6(b) for a characterisation
of this condition. Let C

∼→ C1, x 	→ x1, be a bijection such that condition (♥) in
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Definition 2.5 holds. Then, by Proposition 2.13, we have x ∼R x1 for any x ∈ C.
However, the Robinson–Schensted correspondence shows that two elements which
lie in the same left cell and in the same right cell must be equal. Hence the element
x1 ∈ C1 is uniquely determined by the condition that x ∼R x1.

3. On the induction of Kazhdan–Lusztig cells

In [8], it is shown that the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis of H behaves well with respect
to parabolic subalgebras. One of the aims of this section is to show that the relation
“≈” in Definition 2.5 also behaves well. Corollary 3.10 (obtained at the end of this
section) will play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 6.3. In a different direction,
the techniques developed in this section lay the foundations for the discussion of
the relative version of (♠).

We keep the basic set-up of the previous section. Let us fix a subset I ⊆ S and
consider the corresponding parabolic subgroup WI = 〈I〉 ⊆ W . Let HI = 〈Tw |
w ∈ WI〉A be the parabolic subalgebra corresponding to WI . It is clear by the
definition that, for any w ∈ WI , we have that Cw computed inside HI is the same
as Cw computed in H.

The following definitions already appear, in a somewhat different form, in the
work of Barbasch and Vogan [2, §3].

3.1. Relative Kazhdan–Lusztig pre-orders. Given x, y ∈ W , we write x ←L,I

y if there exists some s ∈ I such that hs,y,x �= 0, that is, Cx occurs in Cs Cy (when
expressed in the C-basis). Let �L,I be the pre-order relation on W generated by
←L,I , that is, we have x �L,I y if there exists a sequence x = x0, x1, . . . , xk = y
of all elements in W such that xi−1 ←L,I xi for all i. The equivalence relation
associated with �L,I will be denoted by ∼L,I and the corresponding equivalence
classes are called the relative left cells of W with respect to I. Note that the
restriction of �L,I to WI is nothing but the usual left pre-order on WI .

Similarly, we can define a pre-order �R,I by considering multiplication by Cs

(s ∈ I) on the right in the defining condition. The equivalence relation associated
with �R,I will be denoted by ∼R,I and the corresponding equivalence classes are
called the relative right cells of W (with respect to I). We have

x �R,I y ⇔ x−1 �L,I y−1.

This follows, as before, by using the antiautomorphism � : H → H given by T �
w =

Tw−1 . Finally, we define a pre-order �LR,I by the condition that x �LR,I y if there
exists a sequence x = x0, x1, . . . , xk = y such that, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we have
xi−1 �L,I xi or xi−1 �R,I� xi. The equivalence relation associated with �LR,I

will be denoted by ∼LR,I and the corresponding equivalence classes are called the
relative two-sided cells of W .

Let XI be the set of distinguished left coset representatives; we have

XI = {w ∈ W | w has minimal length in wWI}.

Furthermore, the map XI × WI → W , (x, u) 	→ xu, is a bijection and we have
l(xu) = l(x) + l(u) for all u ∈ WI and all x ∈ XI . We define a relation “�” as
follows. Let x, y ∈ XI and u, v ∈ WI . We write xu � yv if x < y (Bruhat–Chevalley
order) and u �L,I v (Kazhdan–Lusztig pre-order). We write xu � yv if xu � yv or
x = y and u = v. With this notation, we have the following result.
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Proposition 3.2 (See [8, Prop. 3.3]). For any y ∈ XI , v ∈ WI we have

Cyv =
∑

x∈XI ,u∈WI
xu�yv

p∗xu,yv Tx Cu

where p∗yv,yv = 1 and p∗xu,yv ∈ A<0 for ux � yv.

For later use, we have to recall the basic ingredients in the construction of the
polynomials p∗xu,yv; we also prove some refinements of the results in [8, §3]. Let
y ∈ XI and v ∈ WI . Then we can write uniquely

TyCv = T−1
y−1 Cv =

∑
x∈XI
u∈WI

rxu,yv Tx Cu where rxu,yv ∈ A

and where only finitely many terms rxu,yv are non-zero.

Lemma 3.3. Let x, y ∈ XI and u, v ∈ WI . Then we have rxu,yv = 0 unless
l(xu) < l(yv) or xu = yv. Furthermore, we have

rxu,yv =
∑

w∈WI
xw�y

∑
w′∈WI
w′�w

R
∗
xw,y p̃w′,w hw′,v,u

where p̃w′,w ∈ A are independent of x, y, u, v and the R∗
z,y ∈ A are the “absolute”

R-polynomials defined in [15, §1].

Proof. First we establish the above identity. Let us fix y ∈ XI and v ∈ WI . We
can write

T−1
y−1 =

∑
z∈W
z�y

R
∗
z,y Tz (R∗

y,y = 1).

Now let z ∈ W be such that Tz occurs in the above expression. Then we can write
z = xw where x ∈ XI and w ∈ WI ; note that x � z � y. Since l(xw) = l(x)+ l(w),
we have Tz = Tx Tw and so

T−1
y−1 Cv =

∑
x∈XI
x�y

∑
w∈WI
xw�y

R
∗
xw,y Tx Tw Cv.

Now, by [18, Theorem 5.2], Cw is a linear combination of terms Tw′ where w′ � w
and the coefficient of Tw is 1. Hence we can also write Tw =

∑
w′ p̃w′,wCw′ where

p̃w,w = 1 and p̃w′,w = 0 unless w′ � w. Thus, we have

T−1
y−1 Cv =

∑
x∈XI
x�y

∑
w∈WI
xw�y

R
∗
xw,y

∑
w′∈WI
w′�w

p̃w′,w Tx Cw′ Cv

=
∑

x∈XI
x�y

∑
u∈WI

( ∑
w∈WI
xw�y

∑
w′∈WI
w′�w

R
∗
xw,y p̃w′,w hw′,v,u

)
Tx Cu.

This yields the desired identity. Now assume that rxu,yv �= 0. Then there exist
w, w′ ∈ WI such that w′ � w, xw � y and hw′,v,u �= 0. The latter condition
certainly implies that l(u) � l(w′) + l(v); see (2.1). Combining this with the
inequalities l(w′) � l(w) and l(xw) � l(y), we obtain l(xu) � l(yv), as desired.
Furthermore, if equality holds, then equality holds in all intermediate inequalities,
and so we must have w′ = w, xw = y and, hence, w′ = w = 1. Since h1,v,u �= 0,
this also yields u = v, as desired. �
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Now the arguments in the proofs of Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.3 in [8] (which
themselves are an adaptation of the proof of Lusztig [15, Prop. 2]) show that the
family of elements

{p∗xu,yv | x, y ∈ XI , u, v ∈ WI , xu � yv}
is uniquely determined by the following three conditions:

p∗yv,yv = 1,(KL1)

p∗xu,yv ∈ A<0 if xu � yv,(KL2)

p∗xu,yv − p∗xu,yv =
∑

z∈XI ,w∈WI
xu�zw�yv

rxu,zw p∗zw,yv if xu � yv.(KL3)

The arguments in [loc. cit.] provide an inductive procedure for solving the above
system of equations.

The following result yields a further property of the elements p∗xu,yv.

Lemma 3.4. Let x, y ∈ XI and u, v ∈ WI . Then p∗xu,yv = 0 unless xu � yv
(Bruhat–Chevalley order).

Proof. First we claim that p∗xu,yv = 0 unless xu = yv or l(xu) < l(yv). To prove
this, we argue as follows. We have seen in Lemma 3.3 that rxu,yv = 0 unless
xu = yv or l(xu) < l(yv). Following the inductive procedure for solving the system
of equations given by (KL1)–(KL3) above, we see that we also must have p∗xu,yv = 0
unless xu = yv or l(xu) < l(yv).

Now let x, y ∈ XI and u, v ∈ WI be such that l(xu) � l(yv) (with equality only
for xu = yv). We want to prove that p∗xu,yv = 0 unless xu � yv. We proceed by
induction on l(yv) − l(xu). If l(xu) = l(yv), then xu = yv and p∗yv,yv = 1. Now
assume that l(xu) < l(yv) and p∗xu,yv �= 0. By the proof of [8, Prop. 3.3], we have

0 �= p∗xu,yv = P ∗
xu,yv −

∑
u<u1

p∗xu1,yv P ∗
u,u1

.

Now, if P ∗
xu,yv �= 0, then it is well-known that xu � yv, as required. On the other

hand, if there is some u1 ∈ W such that u < u1 and p∗xu1,yv P ∗
u,u1

�= 0, then we have
xu1 � yv by induction, and so xu � xu1 � yv. �

Corollary 3.5. Let y ∈ XI and v ∈ WI .
(a) Cyv is a linear combination of Ty Cv and terms Tx Cu where x ∈ XI and

u ∈ WI are such that x < y, u �L,I v and xu < yv.
(b) Conversely, Ty Cv is a linear combination of Cyv and terms Cxu where

x ∈ XI and u ∈ WI are such that x < y, u �L,I v and xu < yv.

Proof. (a) This is just a restatement of Proposition 3.2, taking into account the
additional information in Lemma 3.4.

(b) Let w ∈ W and set Bw := TyCv where y ∈ XI and v ∈ WI are such that
w = yv. Then {Bw | w ∈ W} is a basis of H and the formula in Proposition 3.2
describes the base change from the Cw-basis to the Bw-basis. By an easy induction
on l(w), we can invert these formulas. (Note that the base change takes place inside
the finite sets {w ∈ W | l(w) � n} for n = 0, 1, 2, . . ..) Hence we obtain expressions
for the elements in the Bw-basis in terms of the Cw-basis. The terms arising in
these expressions must satisfy conditions which are analogous to those in (a). �
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Recall that, if V is any HI -module, then

IndS
I (V ) := H⊗HI

V

is an H-module, called the induced module; see, for example, [11, §9.1]. If V is free
over A with basis {vα | α ∈ A}, then IndS

I (V ) is free with basis {Tx ⊗ vα | x ∈
XI , α ∈ A}.

Theorem 3.6 (See [8, Theorem 1]). Let C be a left cell of WI . Then the set XIC

is a union of left cells of W . We have an isomorphism of H-modules

[XIC]A
∼→ IndS

I ([C]A), cyv 	→
∑

x∈XI ,u∈C

xu�yv

p∗xu,yv

(
Tx ⊗ cu

)
,

where {cyv | y ∈ XI , v ∈ C} is the standard basis of [XIC]A and {cu | u ∈ C} is the
standard basis of [C]A.

Proof. The fact that XIC is a union of left cells is proved in [8, §4]. Since the
statement concerning [XIC]A is not explicitly mentioned in [loc. cit.], let us give
the details here. Recall that [XIC]A = IXIC/ÎXIC where

IXIC =
〈
Cxu

∣∣∣ x ∈ XI , u ∈ WI , ux �L vy,
for some y ∈ XI , v ∈ C

〉
A
,

ÎXIC =
〈
Cxu

∣∣∣ x ∈ XI , u ∈ WI , ux �∈ XIC, ux �L vy,
for some y ∈ XI , v ∈ C

〉
A
.

Now, for any x, y ∈ XI and u, v ∈ WI , we have the implication

xu �L yv ⇒ u �L,I v;

see [8, §4]. On the other hand, we have xu �L u for any x ∈ XI and u ∈ WI (since
l(xu) = l(x) + l(u)). These two relations readily imply that we have

IXIC = 〈Cxu | x ∈ XI , u ∈ WI , u �L,I v for some v ∈ C〉A,

ÎXIC = 〈Cxu | x ∈ XI , u ∈ WI , u �∈ C, u �L,I v for some v ∈ C〉A.

By [8, Cor. 3.4], this yields

IXIC = 〈TxCu | x ∈ XI , u ∈ WI , u �L,I v for some v ∈ C〉A,

ÎXIC = 〈TxCu | x ∈ XI , u ∈ WI , u �∈ C, u �L,I v for some v ∈ C〉A.

Thus, we see that the H-module [XIC]A has two A-bases: firstly, the standard basis
{cxu | x ∈ XI , u ∈ C} where cxu is the residue class of Cxu and, secondly, the basis
{fxu | x ∈ XI , u ∈ C} where fxu denotes the residue class of TxCu. The change of
basis is given by the equations:

cyv =
∑

x∈XI ,u∈C

xu�yv

p∗xu,yv fxu for any y ∈ XI , v ∈ C.

Furthermore, recalling the definition of fxu, it is obvious that the map

H⊗HI
[C]A → [XIC]A, Tx ⊗ cu 	→ fxu (x ∈ XI , u ∈ C),

is an isomorphism of H-modules, where {cu | u ∈ C} is the standard basis of [C]A
as in (2.3). �
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Remark 3.7. In the above setting, we also have an isomorphism of H-modules

[XIC]δA
∼→ IndS

I ([C]δI

A ), cyv 	→
∑

x∈XI ,u∈C

xu�yv

(−1)l(x)p∗xu,yv

(
Tx ⊗ cu

)
,

where δI denotes the restriction of δ to HI . Indeed, applying Remark 2.4 to the
formula in Proposition 3.2 yields

δ(Cyv) = j(Cyv) =
∑

x∈XI ,u∈WI
xu�yv

(−1)l(x)p∗xu,yv Tx j(Cu)

=
∑

x∈XI ,u∈WI
xu�yv

(−1)l(x)p∗xu,yv Tx δI(Cu)

for any y ∈ XI and v ∈ WI . We can now argue as in the above proof, using the
fact that [C]δI

A = δI(IC)/δI(ÎC) and [XIC]δA = δ(IXIC)/δ(ÎXIC).

Our aim is to show that the relation “≈” in Definition 2.5 behaves well with
respect to the induction of cells. We begin with the following result.

Lemma 3.8. Assume that C, C1 are two left cells in WI such that C ≈ C1. Let
C

∼→ C1, u 	→ u1, be a bijection such that the property (♥) in Definition 2.5 holds.
Then we have

p∗xu,yv = p∗xu1,yv1
for all x, y ∈ XI and all u, v ∈ C.

Proof. First we claim that

(∗) rxu,yv = rxu1,yv1 for all x, y ∈ XI and all u, v ∈ C.

To see this, consider the expression of rxu,yv in Lemma 3.3 and note that the
coefficients R

∗
xw,y and p̃w′,w do not depend on u or v. Hence our assumption

(♥) implies that (∗) holds. Now, following once more the inductive procedure for
solving the system of equations given by (KL1)–(KL3) above, we see that we also
have p∗xu,yv = p∗xu1,yv1

for all x, y ∈ XI and all u, v ∈ C. Just note that, for u, v ∈ C,
the condition xu � zw � vy implies that u �L,I w �L,I v and so w ∈ C. �

Proposition 3.9. Let C, C1 be two left cells in WI such that C ≈ C1. Then we also
have XIC ≈ XIC1. More precisely, let C

∼→ C1, u 	→ u1, be a bijection satisfying
(♥). Then the bijection XIC

∼→ XIC1, xu 	→ xu1, satisfies (♥).

Proof. We have seen in Theorem 3.6 that there is an isomorphism of H-modules

H⊗HI
[C]A → [XIC]A, Tx ⊗ cu 	→ fxu (x ∈ XI , u ∈ C),

where {cu | u ∈ C} is the standard basis of [C]A as in (2.3) and fxu denotes the
residue class of TxCu in [XIC]A. The base change is given by the equations

cyv =
∑

x∈XI ,u∈C

xu�yv

p∗xu,yv fxu for any y ∈ XI , v ∈ C.

Similarly, we have an isomorphism of H-modules

H⊗HI
[C1]A → [XIC1]A, Tx ⊗ cu1 	→ fxu1 (x ∈ XI , u1 ∈ C1),
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where {cu1 | u1 ∈ C1} is the standard basis of [C1]A as in (2.3) and fxu1 denotes
the residue class of TxCu1 in [XIC1]A. The base change is given by the equations

cyv1 =
∑

x∈XI ,u1∈C1
xu1�yv1

p∗xu1,yv1
fxu1 for any y ∈ XI , v1 ∈ C.

Now, the fact that (♥) holds for the bijection C
∼→ C1 means that any Cs (where

s ∈ I is a generator of WI) acts in the same way on the standard bases of [C]A and
of [C1]A, respectively. Hence, by the definition of the induced module (see also the
explicit formulas in [11, §9.1]), it is clear that any Cs (where s ∈ S is a generator of
W ) will act in the same way on the bases {Tx ⊗ cu} and {Tx ⊗ cu1} of H⊗HI

[C]A
and H ⊗HI

[C1]A, respectively. Then the above two isomorphisms show that any
Cs (s ∈ S) acts in the same way on the bases {fxu} and {fxu1} of [XIC]A and of
[XIC1]A, respectively. Finally, by Lemma 3.8, the two base changes are performed
by using exactly the same coefficients. Hence, any Cs (s ∈ W ) will also act in
the same way on the standard bases {cxu} and {cxu1} of [XIC]A and of [XIC1]A,
respectively. �
Corollary 3.10. In the setting of Proposition 3.9, assume that the partitions of
XIC and XIC1 into left cells of W are given by

XIC =
∐
α∈A

C
(α) and XIC1 =

∐
β∈B

C
(β)
1 ,

respectively, where A and B are some indexing sets. Then there exists a bijection
f : A → B such that C(α) ≈ C

(f(α))
1 for all α ∈ A.

Proof. We have seen in Proposition 3.9 that the bijection XIC
∼→ XIC1, xu 	→ xu1,

satisfies (♥), that is, we have

hs,xu,yv = hs,xu1,yv1 for s ∈ S, x, y ∈ XI and u, v ∈ C.

By the definition of left cells, this immediately implies that the bijection XIC
∼→

XIC1 preserves the partition of the sets XIC and XIC1 into left cells, and that
corresponding left cells are related by “≈”. �

4. Relative left, right and two-sided cells

We preserve the setting of the previous sections, where we consider a parabolic
subgroup WI . In this section, we pursue the study of the relative pre-orders �L,I ,
�R,I , etc., introduced in (3.1). Our Conjecture 4.5 predicts that we have an ana-
logue of (♠) (see Section 1) in this relative setting. The main result of this section
shows that the conjecture is true in the equal parameter case. This will play an
essential role in our proof of property (♠) for groups of type Bn in the “asymptotic
case”.

Remark 4.1. Recall that XI is the set of distinguished left coset representatives of
WI in W . Applying the anti-automorphism � : H → H such that T �

w = Tw−1 for all
w ∈ W , we also obtain “right-handed” versions of the results in Section 3. First of
all, the set YI := X−1

I is the set of distinguished right coset representatives of WI

in W . Thus, we can write any w ∈ W uniquely in the form w = ux where u ∈ WI ,
x ∈ YI and l(ux) = l(u) + l(x). Since this will play a crucial role in the proof of
Lemma 4.7, let us explicitly state the analogue of Corollary 3.5. Let y ∈ YI and
v ∈ WI .
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(a) Cvy is a linear combination of Cv Ty and terms Cu Tx where x ∈ YI and
u ∈ WI are such that x < y, u �R,I v and ux < vy. More precisely, by
Proposition 3.2, we have

Cvy =
∑

x∈XI ,u∈WI

aux,vy CuTx

where the coefficients satisfy the following conditions:

avy,vy = 1 if ux = vy,

aux,vy ∈ A<0 if u �R,I v and x < y,

aux,vy = 0 otherwise.

(We have aux,vy = p∗(ux)−1,(vy)−1 in the notation of Proposition 3.2.)
(b) Conversely, Cv Ty is a linear combination of Cvy and terms Cux where

x ∈ XI and u ∈ WI are such that x < y, u �R,I v and ux < vy. More
precisely, arguing as in the proof of Corollary 3.5, we have

TvCy =
∑

x∈XI ,u∈WI

bux,vy Cux

where the coefficients satisfy the following conditions:

bvy,vy = 1 if ux = vy,

bux,vy ∈ A<0 if u �R,I v and x < y,

bux,vy = 0 otherwise.

Using the above relations, we obtain the following formula.

Lemma 4.2. Let u, v, w ∈ WI and x, y ∈ YI . Then we have

hw,vy,ux =
∑

x1∈YI
u′,u1∈WI

au′x1,vy hw,u′,u1 bux,u1x1 .

In the above sum, we can assume that u �LR u1 �LR u′ �LR v and x � x1 � y.

Proof. Using the formulas in Remark 4.1, we compute:

CwCvy =
∑

x1∈YI ,u′∈WI

au′x1,vyCwCu′Tx1

=
∑

x1∈YI
u′,u1∈WI

au′x1,vy hw,u′,u1 Cu1Tx1

=
∑

x,x1∈YI
u,u′,u1∈WI

au′x1,vy hw,u′,u1 bux,u1x1 Cux.

This yields the above formula. Now let x1 ∈ YI and u′, u1 ∈ WI be such that the
corresponding term in the expression for hw,vy,ux is non-zero. Then au′x1,vy �= 0 and
bux,u1x1 �= 0. This implies x � x1 � y, u �R,I u1 and u′ �R,I v; see the conditions
in Remark 4.1. Furthermore, if hw,u′,u1 �= 0, then u1 �L,I u′. In particular, we
have u �LR u1 �LR u′ �LR v. �

Lemma 4.3. Let u, v ∈ WI and y ∈ YI . Then we have

uy �L,I vy ⇔ u �L,I v.
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Proof. For the implication “⇐”, see [18, Prop. 9.11]. To prove the implication
“⇒”, we may assume without loss of generality that u �= v and uy ←L,I vy, that
is, we have hs,vy,uy �= 0 for some s ∈ I. Then we have sv > v, su < u and the
formula in (2.1) shows that there are two cases: If svy = uy, then u = sv > v and
so u �L,I v. If suy < uy < vy < svy and Ms

uy,vy �= 0, then su < u < v < sv and
[18, Lemma 9.10] shows that Ms

u,v = Ms
uy,vy �= 0. Again, we have u �L,I v. �

Proposition 4.4. Let u, v ∈ WI and x, y ∈ YI . Then we have the following
implication:

ux �L,I vy ⇒ u �LR,I v and x � y.

In particular, if ux ∼L,I vy, then we necessarily have x = y and u ∼L,I v.

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that ux ←L,I vy, that is, hs,vy,ux

�= 0 for some s ∈ I. Then the assertion follows from Lemma 4.2. �

Conjecture 4.5 (Relative version of (♠)). Let u, v ∈ WI and x, y ∈ YI . Then we
have the following implication:

ux �L,I vy and u ∼LR,I v ⇒ u ∼L,I v and x = y.

Note that u ∼LR,I v and u ∼L,I y just mean the usual Kazhdan–Lusztig relations
inside WI .

Remark 4.6. Assume that I = S; then WI = W and YI = {1}. In this case, the
above conjecture reads:

u �L v and u ∼LR v ⇒ u ∼L v

(for any u, v ∈ W ). Thus, Conjecture 4.5 can be seen as a generalization of the
implication (♠) stated in the introduction. Using computer programs written in
the GAP programming language, we have verified that Conjecture 4.5 holds for W
of type F4, all choices of I and all choices of integer-valued weight functions on W
(using the techniques in [9]). In Theorem 4.8 we will show that this is also true in
the case of equal parameters.

For the remainder of this section, we assume that W is bounded and integral
in the sense of [18, 1.11 and 13.2]. Furthermore, we assume that qs = qt for all
s, t ∈ S (the “equal parameter” case). Let q := qs (s ∈ S). Then our hypotheses
imply that

P ∗
x,y ∈ q−1N[q−1] and hx,y,z ∈ N[q, q−1]

for all x, y, z ∈ W , where N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. See Lusztig [17], [18, 15.1] and Springer
[20]. We shall need some properties of Lusztig’s function aI : WI → N defined by

aI(w) = min{n ∈ N | qnhu,v,w ∈ Z[q] for all u, v ∈ WI}.
Note that hu,v,w = hu,v,w. So, if aI(w) = n, then qnhu,v,w ∈ Z[q] and q−nhu,v,w ∈
Z[q−1]. Furthermore, both qn and q−n occur with non-zero coefficient in hu,v,w. In
[18, Chap. 15], the following three properties are established:
(P4) The function aI : WI → N is constant on two-sided cells.
(P8) Let u, v, w ∈ WI be such that qaI(w)hu,v,w has a non-zero constant term.

Then v ∼L,I w, u ∼R,I w and u ∼L,I v−1.
(P9) Let u, v ∈ WI be such that u �L,I v and aI(u) = aI(v). Then u ∼L,I v.

(There is even a list of 15 properties, but we only need the above three.) Note that
(P4), (P9) together imply that (♠) holds for WI .
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Lemma 4.7. In the above setting, let u, v, w ∈ WI and x, y ∈ YI . Then the
coefficient hw,vy,ux has the following properties.

(a) If hw,vy,ux �= 0, then u �LR,I v and x � y.
(b) If x = y, then hw,vy,uy = hw,v,u.
(c) Assume that u ∼LR,I v and let n := aI(u) = aI(v); see (P4). If the

coefficient of qn in hw,vy,ux is non-zero, then x = y.

Proof. If hw,vy,ux �= 0, then ux �L,I vy and (a) follows from Proposition 4.4. To
prove (b) and (c), we use the formula in Lemma 4.2:

hw,vy,ux =
∑

x1∈XI
u′,u1∈WI

au′x1,vy hw,u′,u1 bux,u1x1 ,

where the sum runs over all x1, u
′, u1 such that

x � x1 � y,(∗1)

u �LR,I u1 �LR,I u′ �LR,I v.(∗2)

Now, if x1 = x, then bux,u1x = 0 unless u = u1 (in which case the result is 1; see
the conditions in Remark 4.1). Similarly, if x1 = y, then au′y,vy = 0 unless u′ = v
(in which case the result is 1). Hence, if x = y, the above sum reduces to

hw,vy,ux = avy,vy hw,v,u buy,uy = hw,v,u.

Thus, (b) is proved. Finally, to prove (c), assume that x < y and that the coefficient
of qn in hw,vy,ux is non-zero, where n = aI(u) = aI(v). We must show that u, v
cannot be in the same two-sided cell. Splitting the above sum into three pieces
according to x1 = x, x1 = y and x < x1 < y, we obtain

hw,vy,ux =
∑

u′∈WI

au′x,vy hw,u′,u +
∑

u1∈WI

hw,v,u1 bux,u1y

+
∑

u′,u1∈WI

( ∑
x1∈XI

x<x1<y

au′x1,vy bux,u1x1

)
hw,u′,u1 .

Note that, since x < x1 < y, all the coefficients au′x,vy, bux,u1y, au′x1,vy and bux,u1x1

occuring in the above expression lie in q−1Z[q−1]; see once more the conditions in
Remark 4.1 and recall that q = qs (for all s ∈ S). Hence we can re-write the above
expression as follows:

hw,vy,ux =
∑

u1,u′∈WI

fu1,u′ hw,u′,u1 where fu1,u′ ∈ q−1Z[q−1],

where we can assume that (∗2) holds.
Now, we are assuming that the coefficient of qn in hw,vy,ux is non-zero. So

there exist some u′, u1 ∈ WI such that the coefficient of qn in fu1,u′ hw,u′,u1 is
non-zero. Since fu1,u′ ∈ q−1Z[q−1], we deduce that there exists some m > n such
qm has a non-zero coefficient in hw,u′,u1 . By the definition of the a-function, this
means that aI(u1) � m > n. Now, if we had u ∼LR,I v, then (∗2) would imply
u ∼LR u1 ∼LR u′ ∼LR v, yielding the contradiction

a(u1) = a(u′) = a(u) = a(v) = n; see (P4).

Consequently, u and v cannot lie in the same two-sided cell. �
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Theorem 4.8. Assume that W is bounded, integral in the sense of [18] and that
qs = qt for all s, t ∈ S. Then Conjecture 4.5 holds for all parabolic subgroups
WI ⊆ W .

Proof. Let us fix a subset I ⊆ S. Let u, v ∈ WI and x, y ∈ YI be such that
ux �L,I vy and u ∼LR,I v. We want to show that x = y and u ∼L,I v. Suppose
we already know that x = y. Then, since uy �L,I vy, we can apply Lemma 4.3
and this yields u �L,I v. Thus, we have u �L,I v and u ∼LR,I v. So (P4),
(P9) imply that u ∼L,I v, as desired. Hence, it is sufficient to prove that x = y.
First of all, using Proposition 4.4, we may assume without loss of generality that
ux �= vy and ux ←L,I vy, that is, Cux occurs in CsCvy for some s ∈ I such that
svy > vy. Since s ∈ I, this implies sv > v, and the multiplication rule for the
Kazhdan–Lusztig basis (see Section 2) shows that we must have su < u and u �= v.
We shall now try to imitate the proof of (P̃ ) in [18, 15.5].

Since u ∼LR,I v, we have n := aI(u) = aI(v) by (P4). For any Laurent
polynomial f ∈ Z[q, q−1], we denote by πn(f) the coefficient of qn in f , where we
write q := qs (s ∈ S) as above. Now we argue as follows. By the definition of the
a-function, there exist some w, v′ ∈ WI such that qnhw,v′,v has a non-zero constant
term. Since hw,v′,v = hw,v′,v, this means that the coefficient of qn in hw,v′,v is
non-zero. Thus, using (P8), we have

(1) πn(hw,v′,v) �= 0 and v′ ∼L,I v.

We can express the product Cs(CwCv′y) as a linear combination of terms Cwz

where w ∈ WI and z ∈ YI . Denote by κwz the coefficient of Cwz in that product.
We have

κwz =
∑

w1∈WI ,z1∈YI

hw,v′y,w1z1 hs,w1z1,wz.

In particular,

κux =
∑

w1∈WI ,z1∈YI

hw,v′y,w1z1 hs,w1z1,ux

= hw,v′y,vy hs,vy,ux +
∑

w1∈WI ,z1∈YI
w1z1 �=vy

hw,v′y,w1z1 hs,w1z1,ux.

Since svy > vy, the multiplication rule for the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis shows that
hs,vy,ux equals 1 or Ms

ux,vy, and the latter is an integer by [18, 6.5]. Hence we have
hs,vy,ux ∈ Z in both cases and so

πn(hw,v′y,vy hs,vy,ux) = πn(hw,v′y,vy) hs,vy,ux = πn(hw,v′,v) hs,vy,ux,

where the last equality holds by Lemma 4.7(b). We are assuming that hs,vy,ux �= 0.
In combination with (1) and the above identity, we conclude that

(2) πn(hw,v′y,vy hs,vy,ux) = πn(hw,v′,v) hs,vy,ux �= 0.

Since all polynomials involved in the expression for κux have non-negative coeffi-
cients (thanks to the assumption that W is integral), the non-zero coefficient of qn

arising from (2) will not cancel out with the coefficients of qn from the remaining
terms in κux. So we can conclude, as in the proof of Lusztig [18, 15.5], that

πn(κux) �= 0.
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On the other hand, since Cs(CwCv′y) = (CsCw)Cv′y, we also have the following
expression for κux:

κux =
∑

w′∈WI

hs,w,w′hw′,v′y,ux.

Since πn(κux) �= 0, there exists some w′ ∈ WI such that

(3) πn(hs,w,w′ hw′,v′y,ux) �= 0.

By (1), we have hw,v′,v �= 0 and so v �R,I w. Hence the left descent set of w is
contained in the left descent set of v; see [18, 8.6]. So, since sv > v, we also have
sw > w. Then the multiplication rule for the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis and [18, 6.5]
show that hs,w,w′ ∈ Z. Hence (3) implies that

πn(hw′,v′y,ux) �= 0 where w′ ∈ WI .

By (1), we also have v′ ∼LR,I v ∼LR,I u. Hence Lemma 4.7(c) yields x = y, as
desired. �

Example 4.9. Let W = Sn be the symmetric group. Then Conjecture 4.5 holds
for all parabolic subgroups WI ⊆ W .

Indeed, Sn is finite, hence bounded. Since the product of any two generators has
order 2 or 3, the group is integral. Furthermore, since all generators are conjugate,
all the parameters are equal. Hence the hypotheses of Theorem 4.8 are satisfied.

5. On the left pre-order �L in type Bn

In this and the subsequent sections, we let W = Wn be a Coxeter group of type
Bn (n � 2). We assume that the generators, relations and the weight function
L : Wn → Γ are given by the following diagram:

Bn

{qs}:

� � � · · · �
t

eb

s1

ea

s2

ea

sn−1

ea

where a, b ∈ Γ are such that a > 0 and b > 0. Let Hn be the corresponding
Iwahori–Hecke algebra over A = Z[Γ], where we set

Q := qt = eb and q := qs1 = · · · = qsn−1 = ea.

Let K be the field of fractions of A and set Hn,K = K ⊗A Hn. Throughout this
and the subsequent sections, we assume that b/a is “large” with respect to n, more
precisely:

b > (n − 1)a

(Here, (n − 1)a means a + · · · + a in Γ, with n − 1 summands.) We refer to this
hypothesis as the “asymptotic case” in type Bn.

The main results of this section are:

• Theorem 5.11, which gives a strengthening of the results of Bonnafé and
Iancu [3] concerning the left cells of Wn (and, as a bi-product, also yields
a new proof of Bonnafé’s result [4] on the two-sided cells);

• Theorem 5.13, which shows that (♠) holds in Wn.
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Remark 5.1. Let us consider the abelian group Γ◦ = Z2 and let � be the usual
lexicographic order on Γ◦. Thus, we have (i, j) < (i′, j′) if i < i′ or if i = i′ and
j < j′. Let L◦ : Wn → Z2 be the weight function such that

L(t) = (1, 0) and L(s1) = · · · = L(sn−1) = (0, 1).

Then A◦ = Z[Γ◦] is nothing but the ring of Laurent polynomials in two independent
indeterminates V = e(1,0) and v = e(0,1). This is the “asymptotic case” originally
considered by Bonnafé and Iancu [3]. We may refer to this case as the “generic
asymptotic case” in type Bn. Let us denote the corresponding Iwahori–Hecke
algebra by H◦

n; let {C◦
w | w ∈ Wn} be the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis of H◦

n and write

C◦
x C◦

y =
∑

z∈Wn

h◦
x,y,z C◦

z where h◦
x,y,z ∈ A◦ = Z[V ±1, v±1].

Now, given an abelian group Γ as above and two elements a, b > 0, we have a
unique ring homomorphism

θ : A◦ → A, V ivj 	→ eib+ja.

Bonnafé [4, §5] has shown that, if b > (n− 1)a, then the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis of
Hn (with respect to L : Wn → Γ) is obtained by “specialisation” from the Kazhdan–
Lusztig of H◦

n and that we have

(a) hx,y,z = θ(h◦
x,y,z) for all x, y, z ∈ Wn.

In particular, denoting by �◦
L, ∼◦

L, �◦
R, ∼◦

R, �◦
LR, ∼◦

LR the pre-order relations on
Wn with respect to L◦, we have the implications:

(b) x �L y ⇒ x �◦
L y, x �R y ⇒ x �◦

R y, x �LR y ⇒ x �◦
LR y.

These results show that it is usually sufficient to prove identities concerning the
Kazhdan–Lusztig basis in the “generic asymptotic case”; the analogous identity in
the general “asymptotic case” then follows by specialisation, assuming that b >
(n− 1)a. (In this and the following sections, we make an explicit remark at places
where we use this kind of argument.)

We shall need some notation from [3]. Given w ∈ Wn, we denote by lt(w) the
number of occurences of the generator t in a reduced expression for w, and call this
the “t-length” of w.

The parabolic subgroup Sn := 〈s1, . . . , sn−1〉 is naturally isomorphic to the
symmetric group on {1, . . . , n}, where si corresponds to the basic transposition
(i, i + 1). Let 1 � l � n− 1. Then we set Σl,n−l := {s1, . . . , sn−1} \ {sl}. For l = 0
or l = n, we also set Σn := Σ0,n = Σn,0 = {s1, . . . , sn−1}. Let Xl,n−l be the set of
distinguished left coset representatives of the Young subgroup Sl,n−l := 〈Σl,n−l〉 in
Sn. We have the parabolic subalgebra Hl,n−l = 〈Tσ | σ ∈ Sl,n−l〉A ⊆ Hn. Given
x, y ∈ Wn, we write

x �L,l y
def⇐⇒ x �L,Σl,n−l

y (see Section 3).

Furthermore, as in [3, §4], we set a0 = 1 and

al := t(s1t)(s2s1t) · · · (sl−1sl−2 · · · s1t) for l > 0.

Then, by [3, Prop. 4.4], the set Xl,n−lal is precisely the set of distinguished left
coset representatives of Sn in Wn whose t-length equals l. Furthermore, every
element w ∈ Wn has a unique decomposition

w = awalσwb−1
w where l = lt(w), σw ∈ Sl,n−l and aw, bw ∈ Xl,n−1;
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see [3, 4.6]. On a combinatorial level, Bonnafé and Iancu [3, §3] define a generalized
Robinson–Schensted correspondence which associates with each element w ∈ Wn

a pair of n-standard bi-tableaux (A(w), B(w)) such that A(w) and B(w) have the
same shape. Here, a standard n-bitableau is a pair of standard tableaux with a
total number of n boxes (filled with the numbers 1, . . . , n), and the shape of such
a bitableau is a pair of partitions λ = (λ1, λ2) such that n = |λ1| + |λ2|. With this
notation, we have the following result.

Theorem 5.2 (Bonnafé and Iancu [3] and Bonnafé [4, §5]). In the above setting,
let x, y ∈ Wn. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a1) x ∼L y;
(a2) x ∼◦

L y (see Remark 5.1);
(b) l := lt(x) = lt(y), bx = by and σx ∼L,l σy;
(c) B(x) = B(y).

(This is the first example where the discussion in Remark 5.1 applies: the equiv-
alences between (a2), (b) and (c) are proved in [3, Theorem 7.7]; the equivalence
between (a1) and (a2) is proved in [4, Cor. 5.2].)

Note that the equivalence “(a1) ⇔ (c)” is in complete formal analogy to the
situation in the symmetric group Sn; see Example 2.6(a).

Let Λn be the set of all pairs of partitions of total size n. We set

Rλ := {w ∈ Wn | A(w), B(w) have shape λ} for λ ∈ Λn.

Thus, we have a partition Wn =
∐

λ∈Λn
Rλ. The above result and the properties

of the generalized Robinson–Schensted correspondence in [3, §3] immediately imply
the following statement:

Corollary 5.3 (Bonnafé and Iancu [3]). In the above setting, let λ ∈ Λn and
denote by Tλ the set of n-standard bitableaux of shape λ. Then the generalized
Robinson–Schensted correspondence defines a bijection

wλ : Tλ × Tλ
∼→ Rλ, (T, T ′) 	→ wλ(T, T ′),

with the following property:
(a) For a fixed T ′, the elements {wλ(T, T ′) | T ∈ Tλ} form a left cell.
(b) For a fixed T , the elements {wλ(T, T ′) | T ′ ∈ Tλ} form a right cell.
(c) We have wλ(T, T ′)−1 = wλ(T ′, T ) for all T, T ′ ∈ Tλ.

In particular, any left cell contained in Rλ meets any right cell contained in Rλ in
exactly one element. Furthermore, every left cell contains a unique element of the
set Dn := {z ∈ Wn | z2 = 1}.

In order to prove the main results of this section, we need a number of preliminary
steps. We shall frequently use the following result.

Proposition 5.4 (Bonnafé and Iancu [3, Cor. 6.7] and Bonnafé [4, §5]). In the
above setting, let x, y ∈ Wn be such that x �LR y. Then lt(y) � lt(x). In particular,
if x ∼LR y, then lt(x) = lt(y).

(The above result was first proved in [3] for the weight function L◦ : Wn → Z2;
then Remark 5.1(b) immediately yields the analogous statement in the general
“asymptotic case”.) The following two results give some information about certain
elements of the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis of Hn.
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Lemma 5.5 (Bonnafé [4, §2]). For any σ ∈ Sn and any 0 � l � n, we have

Cσ Cal
= Cσal

and Cal
Cσ = Calσ.

Furthermore, if σ ∈ Sl,n−l, then

Cσ Cal
= Cσal

= Cal
Calσal

where alσal ∈ Sl,n−l.

Proof. By Remark 5.1, it is sufficient to prove the equality Cσ Cal
= Cσal

(for σ ∈
Sn) in the original setting of [3] where we consider the weight function L◦ : Wn →
Z2. In this case, the statement is proved in [4, Prop. 2.3]. The equality Cal

Cσ =
Calσ is proved similarly.

Finally, since al = a−1
l stabilizes Σl,n−l, we have alσal ∈ Sl,n−l for any σ ∈

Sl,n−l, which yields the second statement. �
The following result plays an essential role in the proof of Lemma 5.10.

Lemma 5.6. For any 0 � l � n − 1, we have

Tts1···sl
Cal

= Cal+1 + h(al)Cal

where h(al) ∈ Hn is an A-linear combination of basis elements Tw with w �
s1s2 · · · sl. (For l = 0, we have a0 = 1, a1 = t and h(a0) = −Q−1T1.)

Proof. Following Dipper and James [5, 3.2], we define

u+
k = (Tt1 + Q−1T1)(Tt2 + Q−1T1) · · · (Ttk

+ Q−1T1)

for any 1 � k � n, where t1 = t and ti+1 = sitisi for i � 1. The factors in the
definition of u+

k commute with each other and we have

u+
k Tsi

= Tsi
u+

k for 1 � i � k − 1;

see [5, §3]. By Bonnafé [4, Prop. 2.5], we have

Cak
= u+

k T−1
σk

= T−1
σk

u+
k ,

where σk is the longest element in Sk. (Again, this is first proved in the “generic
asymptotic case”; the general case follows from the argument in Remark 5.1.) Now
let k = l + 1 and note that

Tσl+1 = Tσl
Tsl···s2s1 and u+

l+1 = (Ttl+1 + Q−1T1) u+
l .

Since Ttl+1 commutes with Tsi
for 1 � i � l, we conclude that

Cal+1 = T−1
sl···s2s1

T−1
σl

(Ttl+1 + Q−1T1) u+
l

= T−1
sl···s2s1

(Ttl+1 + Q−1T1) T−1
σl

u+
l

= T−1
sl···s2s1

(Ttl+1 + Q−1T1)Cal

and so Tts1s2···sl
Cal

= Cal+1 − Q−1T−1
sl···s1

Cal
, as required. �

The following definitions are inspired by Bonnafé’s construction in [4, §3]. Let
w ∈ Wn and write w = awalσwb−1

w as usual, where l := lt(w). We set

Ew := Taw
Cal

Cσwb−1
w

= Taw
Calσwb−1

w
,

where the second equality holds by Lemma 5.5. One easily shows that the elements
{Ew | w ∈ Wn} form a basis of Hn. We will be interested in the base change from
the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis to this new basis.

For y, w ∈ Wn, we write y � w if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) l := lt(y) = lt(w),
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(2) σyb−1
y �L,l σwb−1

w , and
(3) l(y) < l(w) or y = w.

We write y ≺ w if y � w and y �= w. Since {Ew} is a basis of Hn, we can write
uniquely

Ew = T−1

a−1
w

Cal
Cσwb−1

w
=

∑
y∈Wn

λy,w Ey where λy,w ∈ A.

Lemma 5.7. We have λw,w = 1 and λy,w = 0 unless y � w. Furthermore, we
have λy,w ∈ Z[q, q−1].

Proof. We argue as in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Let w ∈ Wn and l = lt(w). We
have

T−1

a−1
w

=
∑

z∈Wn

R
∗
z,aw

Tz

where R∗
z,aw

∈ A are the “absolute” R-polynomials defined in [15, §1]. We have
R∗

aw,aw
= 1 and R∗

z,aw
= 0 unless z � aw. Since aw ∈ Sn, we have R∗

z,aw
∈

Z[q, q−1].
Now let z ∈ Wn be such that Tz occurs in the above expression. Then we can

write z = cσ where c ∈ Xl,n−l and σ ∈ Sl,n−l. Since l(cσ) = l(c) + l(σ), we have
Tz = Tc Tσ and so

Ew =
∑
c,σ

R
∗
cσ,aw

Tc Tσ Cal
Cσwb−1

w
,

where the sum runs over all c ∈ Xl,n−l and σ ∈ Sl,n−l. Now we can also write
Tσ =

∑
σ′ p̃σ′,σCσ′ where p̃σ′,σ ∈ Z[q, q−1] and the sum runs over all σ′ ∈ Sl,n−l.

Note that p̃σ,σ = 1 and p̃σ′,σ = 0 unless σ′ � σ. Thus, we have

Ew =
∑

c,σ,σ′

R
∗
cσ,aw

p̃σ′,σ Tc Cσ′ Cal
Cσwb−1

w
,

where the sum runs over all c ∈ Xl,n−l and all σ, σ′ ∈ Sl,n−l. Now Lemma 5.5
shows that

Cσ′ Cal
Cσwb−1

w
= Cal

Calσ′al
Cσwb−1

w
.

Since alσ
′al ∈ Sl,n−l, we can write

Calσ′al
Cσwb−1

w
=

∑
σ′′∈Sl,n−l

halσ′al,σwb−1
w ,σ′′ Cσ′′ ,

where halσ′al,σwb−1
w ,σ′′ ∈ Z[q, q−1]. So we conclude that

Ew =
∑

c,σ,σ′,σ′′

R
∗
cσ,aw

p̃σ′,σhalσ′al,σwb−1
w ,σ′′ Tc Cal

Cσ′′ ,

where the sum runs over all c ∈ Xl,n−l and all σ, σ′, σ′′ ∈ Sl,n−l. Now every term
TcCal

Cσ′′ in the above sum is of the form Ey for a unique y ∈ Wn where l = lt(y),
ay = c, σyb−1

y = σ′′. So we can re-write the above expression as

Ew =
∑

y∈Wn
lt(y)=l

λy,w Ey

where
λy,w =

∑
σ,σ′∈Sl,n−l

R∗
ayσ,aw

p̃σ′,σ halσ′al,σwb−1
w ,σyb−1

y
∈ Z[q, q−1].
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Assume that λy,w �= 0. We must show that y � w. First of all, we certainly have
l = lt(w) = lt(y). Furthermore, there exist σ, σ′ ∈ Sl,n−l such that

R∗
ayσ,aw

�= 0, p̃σ′,σ �= 0, halσ′al,σwb−1
w ,σyb−1

y
�= 0.

The first condition implies ayσ � aw and so l(ayσ) � l(aw). The second condition
implies l(σ′) � l(σ), while the third condition implies that σyb−1

y �L,l σwb−1
w and

l(σyb−1
y ) � l(σ′) + l(σwb−1

w ). (See (2.1) and note that l(alσ
′al) = l(σ′).) Hence we

also have l(y) � l(w). Altogther, this means that y � w. Finally, if y = w, it is
readily checked that λw,w = 1. �

The above result shows that, for any w ∈ Wn, we have

Ew = Ew +
∑

y∈Wn
y≺w

λy,w Ey where λy,w ∈ Z[q, q−1].

We can now use exactly the same arguments as in the proofs of Lemma 3.2 and
Proposition 3.3 in [8] (which themselves are an adaptation of the proof of Lusztig
[15, Prop. 2]) to conclude that

Cw = Ew +
∑

y∈Wn
y≺w

πy,w Ey

where πy,w ∈ q−1Z[q−1] for any y ≺ w. Indeed, the family of elements

{πy,w | y, w ∈ Wn, y � w}
is uniquely determined by the following three conditions:

πw,w = 1,(KL1’)

πy,w ∈ A<0 if y ≺ w,(KL2’)

πy,w − πy,w =
∑

z∈Wn
y≺z�w

λy,z πz,w if y ≺ w.(KL3’)

Since λy,w ∈ Z[q, q−1], it then follows that πy,w ∈ q−1Z[q−1] if y ≺ w.

Corollary 5.8. Let w ∈ Wn.
(a) Cw can be written as an A-linear combination of Ew and terms Ey where

y ≺ w.
(b) Ew can be written as an A-linear combination of Cw and terms Cy where

y ≺ w.

Proof. (a) See the above expression for Cw. (b) Argue as in the proof of Corol-
lary 3.5. �

The next two results describe the action of Ct and Csi
on Ew.

Lemma 5.9. Let w ∈ Wn and s = si for some 1 � i � n − 1. Then CsEw is an
A-linear combination of terms Ez where l := lt(z) = lt(w) and σzb

−1
z �L,l σwb−1

w .

Proof. Recall that Ew = Taw
Cal

Cσwb−1
w

. Now Cs = Ts + q−1T1 and so

CsEw = TsEw + q−1Ew.

By Deodhar’s Lemma (see [11, 2.1.2]), there are three cases to consider.
(i) saw ∈ Xl,n−l and l(saw) > l(aw). Then

Ts Ew = Ts Taw
Cal

Cσwb−1
w

= Tsaw
Cal

Cσwb−1
w

= Esw
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and so CsEw = Esw + q−1Ew. Since sw = (saw)alσwb−1
w , the required conditions

are satisfied.
(ii) saw ∈ Xl,n−l and l(saw) < l(aw). Then TsTaw

= Tsaw
+(q− q−1)Taw

and so

TsEw = Esw + (q − q−1)Ew.

This yields CsEw = Esw + qEw. Since, again, sw = (saw)alσwb−1
w , the required

conditions are satisfied.
(iii) saw = aws′ for some s′ ∈ Σl,n−l. Then l(saw) = l(aw) + 1 = l(aws′) and so

TsTaw
= Tsaw

= Taws′ = Taw
Ts′ . This yields

TsEw = Taw
Ts′ Cal

Cσwb−1
w

= Taw
Cs′ Cal

Cσwb−1
w

− q−1Ew

and so
CsEw = Taw

Cs′ Cal
Cσwb−1

w
.

Now Lemma 5.5 shows that

Cs′ Cal
Cσwb−1

w
= Cal

Cals′al
Cσwb−1

w
.

Since als
′al ∈ Sl,n−l, we can express Cals′al

Cσwb−1
w

as an A-linear combination
of terms Cρb−1 where ρ ∈ Sl,n−l and b ∈ Xl,n−l are such that ρb−1 �L,l σwb−1

w .
We conclude that CsEw is an A-linear combination of terms Ey where ay = aw,
l := lt(y) = lt(w) and σyb−1

y �L,l σwb−1
w . �

Lemma 5.10. Let w ∈ Wn and l = lt(w). Then CtEw is an A-linear combination
of terms Ez where lt(z) > l or where lt(z) = l and σzb

−1
z �L,l σwb−1

w .

Proof. The following argument is inspired from the proof of Dipper, James, and
Murphy [6, Lemma 4.9]. Write w = awalσwb−1

w . We distinguish three cases.
Case 1. We have l = 0. Then aw = 1 and so Ew = Cσwb−1

w
. By Proposition 5.4,

CtEw is a linear combination of terms Cz where lt(z) � 1. Using Corollary 5.8(a),
we see that CtEw can also be written as a linear combination of term Ez′ where
lt(z′) � 1.

Case 2. We have l � 1 and the element aw fixes the number 1. (Here, we regard
aw as an element of Sn.) Then Tt commutes with Taw

. Since l(tal) < l(al), we
have TtCal

= −Q−1Cal
. So CtEw is a multiple of Ew and we are done in this case.

Case 3. We have l � 1 and the element aw does not fix the number 1. Then we
consider the Young subgroup S1,n−1 ⊂ Sn. We can write aw ∈ Sn as a product
of an element of S1,n−1 times a distinguished right coset representative of S1,n−1

in Sn. These coset representatives are given by

{1, s1, s1s2, s1s2s3, . . . , s1s2s3 · · · sn−1}.

Thus, we have aw = σs1s2 · · · sm for some m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} where l(aw) =
m + l(σ). Now, the fact that aw ∈ Xl,n−l implies that we must have m = l and so

aw = σs1s2 · · · sl for some σ ∈ S1,n−1 such that l(aw) = l + l(σ).

This yields

TtTaw
= TtTσTs1s2···sl

= TσTtTs1s2···sl
= TσTts1s2···sl

.

Using the expression in Lemma 5.6, we obtain

TtTaw
Cal

= Tσ Tts1s2···sl
Cal

= Tσ Cal+1 + Tσ h(al)Cal
,
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where h(al) is an A-linear combination of basis elements Tπ with π � s1 · · · sl. This
yields

TtEw = Tσ Cal+1Cσwb−1
w

+ Tσ h(al)Cal
Cσwb−1

w
.

Now Lemma 5.9 shows that Tσ h(al)Cal
Cσwb−1

w
is a linear combination of terms

Ez where l = lt(z) and σzb
−1
z �L,l σwb−1

w . On the other hand, by Proposition 5.4,
TσCal+1Cσwb−1

w
is a linear combination of terms Cw′ where lt(w′) � l + 1. Hence

this is also a linear combination of terms Ez′ where lt(z′) � l + 1. �

Theorem 5.11. Let x, y ∈ Wn be such that l := lt(x) = lt(y). Then we have
x �L y if and only if σxb−1

x �L,l σyb−1
y .

Proof. First assume that x �L y. We must show that σxb−1
x �L,l σyb−1

y . Now, by
definition, there exists a sequence x = x0, x1, . . . , xk = y such that xi−1 ←L xi for
all i. By Proposition 5.4, we have lt(xi−1) � lt(xi) for all i. Since lt(x) = lt(y),
we conclude that all xi have the same t-length. Thus, it is enough to consider
the case where x ←L y, that is, we have that Cx occurs in CsCy, for some s ∈
{t, s1, . . . , sn−1}.

Assume first that s = si for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n−1}. By Corollary 5.8(a), we can
write Cy as an A-linear combination of Ew where w � y. So CsCy is an A-linear
combination of terms of the form CsEw where w � y. Now consider such a term.
By Lemma 5.9, CsEw is a linear combination of terms Ez where σzb

−1
z �L,l σwb−1

w .
Consequently, by Corollary 5.8(b), CsEw is a linear combination of terms Cz where
σzb

−1
z �L,l σwb−1

w , as required.
Now assume that s = t. By Corollary 5.8(a), we can write Cy as an A-linear

combination of Ew where w � y. So CtCy is an A-linear combination of terms of
the form CtEw where w � y. By Lemma 5.10 and Corollary 5.8(b), we can write
any such term as a linear combination of terms Cz where lt(z) > l or lt(z) = l and
σzb

−1
z �L,l σwb−1

w .
Summarizing, we have shown that CtCy is a linear combination of terms Cz

where l = lt(z) = lt(y) and σzb
−1
z �L,l σyb−1

y , and terms Cw′ where lt(w′) > l.
Hence, since lt(x) = l, we must have σxb−1

x �L,l σyb−1
y , as required.

Conversely, let us assume that σxb−1
x �L,l σyb−1

y . We must show that x �L y.
Again, it is enough to consider the case where σxb−1

x ←L,l σyb−1
y , that is, Cσxb−1

x

occurs in CsCσyb−1
y

for some s = si where i �= l. Thus, writing

Csi
Cσyb−1

y
=

∑
π∈Sl,n−l

∑
z∈Xl,n−l

hsi,σyb−1
y ,πz−1Cπz−1 ,

we have hsi,σyb−1
y ,σxb−1

x
�= 0. Multiplying the above equation on the left by Cal

and
using Lemma 5.5, we conclude that

Cs′Calσyb−1
y

= Cs′Cal
Cσyb−1

y
= Cal

Csi
Cσyb−1

y

=
∑

π∈Sl,n−l

∑
z∈Xl,n−l

hsi,σyb−1
y ,πz−1Calπz−1 ,

where s′ = alsial ∈ Sl,n−l. Considering the term corresponding to π = σx and
z = bx, we see that alσxb−1

x �L alσyb−1
y . Finally, this yields

x = axalσxb−1
x ∼L alσxb−1

x �L alσyb−1
y ∼L axalσxb−1

x = y,

by Theorem 5.2. �
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The above result has two immediate applications.
First, it provides a refinement of Theorem 5.2. Indeed, if we have x ∼L y, then

Theorem 5.11 shows that σxb−1
x ∼L,l σyb−1

y and, hence, bx = by and σx ∼L,l σy (by
Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 4.3).

Second, it refines the methods that Bonnafé used in [4]. Indeed, we obtain a
new proof of the following statement concerning the two-sided Kazhdan–Lusztig
pre-order.

Corollary 5.12 (See Bonnafé [4]). Let x, y ∈ Wn. Then the following hold.
(a) If l := lt(x) = lt(y) and x �LR y, then σx �LR,l σy.
(b) If x ∼LR y, then l := lt(x) = lt(y) and σx ∼LR,l σy.

Proof. (a) Assume that l := lt(x) = lt(y). To prove the implication “x �LR y ⇒
σx �LR,l σy”, we may assume without loss of generality that x �L y or x−1 �L y−1

(since these are the elementary steps in the definition of �LR.) If x �L y, then
Theorem 5.11 and Proposition 4.4 immediately yield σx �LR,l σy, as required.
Assume now that x−1 �L y−1. We have

x−1 = (axalσxb−1
x )−1 = bxal(alσ

−1
x al)a−1

x

and so
ax−1 = bx, σx−1 = σlσ

−1
x σl, bx−1 = ax

where σl is the longest element of Sl. Note that al = wlσl where wl is the longest
element in Wl, and that wl commutes with all elements of Sl,n−l; see [3, §4]. A
similar remark applies to y = ayalσyb−1

y . Now Theorem 5.11 and Proposition 4.4
imply σlσ

−1
x σl �LR,l σlσ

−1
y σl. Furthermore, conjugation with σl defines a Coxeter

group automorphism of Sl,n−l and, hence, preserves the Kazhdan–Lusztig pre-
order relations �L,l, �R,l and �LR,l; see [18, Cor. 11.7]. Consequently, we have
σ−1

x �LR,l σ−1
y . Finally, note that inversion certainly preserves the two-sided pre-

order �LR,l. Hence we have σx �LR,l σy, as desired.
(b) If x �LR y, then lt(y) � lt(x) by Proposition 5.4. Hence, if x ∼LR y, then

we automatically have l := lt(x) = lt(y) and (a) yields σx ∼LR,l σy. �
Now our efforts will be rewarded. Combining Example 4.9 with Theorem 5.2,

Theorem 5.11 and Corollary 5.12, we obtain:

Theorem 5.13. Recall that we are in the “asymptotic case” in type Bn. Then the
following implication holds for all x, y ∈ Wn:

(♠) x �L y and x ∼LR y ⇒ x ∼L y.

Proof. Let x, y ∈ Wn be such that x �L y and x ∼LR y. First of all, Corollary 5.12
implies that l := lt(x) = lt(y) and σx ∼LR,l σy. Furthermore, Theorem 5.11 implies
that σxb−1

x �L,l σyb−1
y . Thus, the hypotheses of Conjecture 4.5 are satisfied for

the elements σxb−1
x and σyb−1

y in the symmetric group Sn, where we consider the
parabolic subgroup Sl,n−l. Hence Example 4.9 implies that bx = by and σx ∼L,l σy.
Then Theorem 5.2 yields x ∼L y, as desired. �
Corollary 5.14. The sets {Rλ | λ ∈ Λn} are precisely the two-sided cells of Wn.

Proof. Once (♠) is known to hold, two elements x, y ∈ Wn lie in the same two-sided
cell if and only if there exists a sequence x = x0, x1, . . . , xk = y of elements in Wn

such that, for each i, we have xi−1 ∼L xi or xi−1 ∼R xi. Hence the assertion is an
immediate consequence of Corollary 5.3. �
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6. On the left cell representations in type Bn

We keep the set-up of the previous section, where Wn is a Coxeter group of type
Bn and where we consider the Kazhdan–Lusztig cells in the “asymptotic case”.
Recall the partition

Wn =
∐

λ∈Λn

Rλ,

where Λn is set of all pairs of partitions of total size n. An element w ∈ Wn belongs
to Rλ if and only if w corresponds to a pair of bitableaux of shape λ under the
generalized Robinson–Schensted correspondence. By Corollary 5.14, each set Rλ is
a two-sided cell.

Recall that we denote by Irr(Hn,K) the set of irreducible characters of Hn,K .
For any left cell C, we denote by χC the character afforded by the Hn,K -module
[C]K = K ⊗A [C]A.

Theorem 6.1 (Bonnafé and Iancu [3] and Bonnafé [4, §5]). In the above setting,
we have χC ∈ Irr(Hn,K) for any left cell C in Wn. Furthermore, let C, C1 be left
cells and assume that C ⊆ Rλ, C1 ⊆ Rµ where λ, µ ∈ Λn. Then the characters χC

and χC1 are equal if and only if λ = µ.

(This is another example where the discussion in Remark 5.1 applies: the above
statements were first proved in [3, §7] for the weight function L◦ : Wn → Z2. Using
Remark 5.1(a), one easily shows that [C]A = A ⊗A◦ [C]A◦ where A is regarded as
an A◦-module via the map θ : A◦ → A.)

The main result of this section is Theorem 6.3 which shows that we even have
C ≈ C1 for any two left cells C, C1 ⊆ Rλ, where “≈” is the relation introduced in
Definition 2.5.

Let us fix a pair of partitions λ = (λ1, λ2) ∈ Λn and let C ⊆ Rλ be a left cell.
We set l := |λ2|. By [3, Prop. 4.8], we have lt(w) = l for all w ∈ Rλ. In particular,
we have lt(w) = l for all w ∈ C. Now recall the decomposition w = awalσwb−1

w for
any element w ∈ Wn, where l = lt(w). We set

C := {σ ∈ Sl,n−l | σ = σw for some w ∈ C}.
By Theorem 5.2, C is a left cell in Sl,n−l. Next recall that Sl,n−l = Sl × S[l+1,n]

where S[l+1,n]
∼= Sn−l. It is well-known and easy to check that the Kazhdan–

Lusztig pre-order relations are compatible with direct products; in particular, every
left cell in Sl,n−l is a product of a left cell in Sl and a left cell in S[l+1,n]. Thus,
we can write

C = C
(l) · C (n−l)

where C
(l)

is a left cell in Sl and C
(n−l)

is a left cell in S[l+1,n]. We use the
explicit dot to indicate that the lengths of elements add up in this product: we
have l(στ ) = l(σ) + l(τ ) for σ ∈ C

(l)
and τ ∈ C

(n−l)
. By Theorem 5.2, we have

bx = by for all x, y ∈ C. Let us denote b = bw for w ∈ C. Then we have

C = Xl,n−l · al · C · b−1 = {calσb−1 | c ∈ Xl,n−l, σ ∈ C}.
A first reduction is provided by the following result:

Lemma 6.2 (Bonnafé and Iancu [3, Prop. 7.2] and Remark 5.1). In the above
setting, Cb is a left cell and we have

C ≈ Cb = Xl,n−l · al · C.
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Now we can state the main result of this section. Again, this is in complete
formal analogy to the situation in the symmetric group Sn; see Example 2.6(b).

Theorem 6.3. Let λ ∈ Λn. Then we have C ≈ C1 for all left cells C, C1 ⊆ Rλ.
Recall that this means that there exists a bijection C

∼→ C1, x 	→ x1, such that
hw,x,y = hw,x1,y1 for all w ∈ Wn and all x, y ∈ C.

The bijection x 	→ x1 is uniquely determined by the condition that x1 ∈ C1 is the
unique element in the same right cell as x ∈ C.

Proof. First note that the second statement (concerning the uniqueness of the bi-
jection) is a consequence of the first. Indeed, if there exists a bijection C

∼→ C1,
x 	→ x1, satisfying (♥), then Proposition 2.13 shows that x ∼R x1 for any x ∈ C.
But Corollary 5.3 shows that two elements which are in the same right cell and in
the same left cell are equal. Hence the element x1 is uniquely determined by the
condition that x1 ∼R x.

To establish the existence of such a bijection, let λ = (λ1, λ2) and set l := |λ2|.
Let C, C1 ⊆ Rλ be two left cells. We set

C := {σ ∈ Sl,n−l | σ = σw for some w ∈ C},
C1 := {σ ∈ Sl,n−l | σ = σw for some w ∈ C1};

by the above discussion, these are left cells in Sl,n−l. Furthermore, we can write

C = C
(l) · C (n−l)

and C1 = C
(l)

1 · C (n−l)

1

where C
(l)

, C
(l)

1 are left cells in Sl and C
(n−l)

, C
(n−l)

1 are left cells in S[l+1,n]. We
claim that

(∗) C
(l) ≈ C

(l)

1 , C
(n−l) ≈ C

(n−l)

1 , C ≈ C1.

Indeed, by Example 2.6, the classical Robinson–Schensted correspondence asso-
ciates to a left cell of Sl a partition of l and to a left cell in S[l+1,n] a partition
of n − l. Thus, we can associate a pair of partitions to C. By [3, 4.7], that pair of
partitions is given by (λ2, λ1). A similar remark applies to C1, where we obtain the
same pair of partitions. Now (∗) follows from Example 2.6(b) and the compatibility
of left cells with direct products.

To continue the proof it is sufficient, by Lemma 6.2, to consider the case where

C = Xl,n−l · alC and C1 = Xl,n−l · alC1.

In this situation, we note that the sets alC and alC1 are contained in the parabolic
subgroup

Wl,n−l = Wl × S[l+1,n] where Wl = 〈t, s1, . . . , sl−1〉 (type Bl).

By [3, 4.1], we have al = wlσl where wl is the longest element in Wl and σl is the
longest element in Sl. Since multiplication with the longest element preserves left
cells, the sets σlC

(l)
and σlC

(l)

1 are left cells in Sl. Hence (∗) and Lemma 2.8 show
that

σlC
(l) ≈ σlC

(l)

1 .

Applying Theorem 5.2 to the group Wl, we notice that every left cell in Sl also
is a left cell in Wl. Hence the sets σlC

(l)
and σlC

(l)

1 are left cells in Wl. Then
multiplication with the longest element wl ∈ Wl and Lemma 2.8 yield that

alC
(l)

= wl(σlC
(l)

) ≈ wl(σlC
(l)

1 ) = alC
(l)

1 ,
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where the above sets are left cells in Wl. Using the compatibility of left cells with
direct products, we obtain

alC = (alC
(l)

) · C (n−l) ≈ (alC
(l)

1 ) · C (n−l)

1 = alC1,

where the above sets are left cells in Wl,n−l.
Thus, we have two left cells in the parabolic subgroup Wl,n−l which are related

by “≈”. Now let X̂l,n−l be the set of distinguished left coset representatives of
Wl,n−l in Wn. We certainly have Xl,n−l ⊆ X̂l,n−l and so

C = Xl,n−l · alC ⊆ X̂l,n−l · alC,

C1 = Xl,n−l · alC1 ⊆ X̂l,n−l · alC1.

By Theorem 3.6, the sets X̂l,n−l · alC and X̂l,n−l · alC1 are both unions of left cells
in Wn and we have

X̂l,n−l · alC ≈ X̂l,n−l · alC1;
see Proposition 3.9. Furthermore, by Corollary 3.10, there is a left cell

C̃ ⊆ X̂l,n−l · alC such that C̃ ≈ C1.

It remains to show that C = C̃. This can be seen as follows. Since C̃ ≈ C1, we have
C̃ ⊆ Rλ. In particular, all elements in C̃ must have t-length l. Now we leave it as
an exercice to the reader to check that

Xl,n−l · Wl,n−l = {w ∈ Wn | lt(w) � l}.
Hence we must have C̃ ⊆ Xl,n−l · Wl,n−l. On the other hand, we also have C̃ ⊆
X̂l,n−l · alC. Since Xl,n−l ⊆ X̂l,n−l and alC ⊆ Wl,n−l, we conclude that

C̃ ⊆
(
Xl,n−l · Wl,n−l

)
∩

(
X̂l,n−l · alC

)
= Xl,n−l · alC = C

and so C̃ = C, as required. �
Following Graham and Lehrer [12, Definition 1.1], a quadruple (Λ, M, C, ∗) is

called a “cell datum” for Hn if the following conditions are satisfied.
(C1) Λ is a partially ordered set, {M(λ) | λ ∈ Λ} is a collection of finite sets and

C :
∐
λ∈Λ

M(λ) × M(λ) → Hn

is an injective map whose image is an A-basis of Hn;
(C2) If λ ∈ Λ and S, T ∈ M(λ), write C(S, T ) = Cλ

S,T ∈ Hn. Then ∗ : Hn → Hn

is an A-linear anti-involution such that (Cλ
S,T )∗ = Cλ

T,S .
(C3) If λ ∈ Λ and S, T ∈ M(λ), then for any element h ∈ Hn we have

hCλ
S,T ≡

∑
S′∈M(λ)

rh(S′, S) Cλ
S′,T mod Hn(< λ),

where rh(S′, S) ∈ A is independent of T and where Hn(< λ) is the A-
submodule of Hn generated by {Cµ

S′′,T ′′ | µ < λ; S′′, T ′′ ∈ M(µ)}.
In this case, we call the basis {Cλ

S,T } a “cellular basis” of Hn.
One reason for the importance of a cellular structure lies in the fact that it

leads to a general theory of “Specht modules” and various applications concerning
modular representations; see [12] for more details. Graham and Lehrer [12, §5]
already showed that Hn has a cellular structure, where they use a mixture of the
Kazhdan–Lusztig basis and the standard basis. The point of the following result is
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that the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis in the “asymptotic case” directly gives a cellular
structure. (The relation between the two structures will be discussed elsewhere.)

Corollary 6.4. Recall that we are in the “asymptotic case” in type Bn. Then the
Kazhdan–Lusztig basis {Cw | w ∈ Wn} is a “cellular basis” of Hn.

Proof. We specify a “cell datum” as follows. First of all, let Λ := Λn, the set of
all pairs of partitions of total size n. By Corollary 5.14, these parametrize the
two-sided cells of Wn. Hence we can define a partial order “�” on Λ by

λ � µ if x �LR y for some x ∈ Rλ, y ∈ Rµ.

(More explicitly, we could use the dominance order on bipartitions;
see [10, Prop. 5.3].) Next, for each λ ∈ Λn, let M(λ) := Tλ, the set of n-standard
bitableaux of shape λ. By Corollary 5.3, we have a bijection

Tλ × Tλ → Rλ, (T, T ′) 	→ wλ(T, T ′)

such that wλ(T, T ′)−1 = wλ(T ′, T ) for all T, T ′ ∈ Tλ. We set

Cλ
S,T := Cwλ(S,T ) for λ ∈ Λn and S, T ∈ Tλ.

Then the map

C :
∐

λ∈Λn

Tλ × Tλ → Hn, (S, T ) 	→ Cλ
S,T (S, T ∈ T(λ)),

satisfies the requirements in (C1).
We define ∗ : Hn → Hn by T ∗

w = T �
w = Tw−1 for all w ∈ Wn. This is an A-linear

anti-involution such that C∗
w = Cw−1 for all w ∈ Wn; see the remarks in (2.2).

Thus, we have

(Cλ
S,T )∗ = C∗

wλ(S,T ) = Cwλ(S,T )−1 = Cwλ(T,S) = Cλ
T,S

for all λ ∈ Λn and S, T ∈ Tλ. Hence condition (C2) is satisfied.
In order to check (C3), it is sufficient to assume that h = Cw for some w ∈ Wn.

Let λ ∈ Λn and T ∈ Tλ. For any S, S′ ∈ Tλ, we define

rw(S′, S) := hw,x,x′ where
{

x := wλ(S, T ),
x′ := wλ(S′, T ).

Now consider the product

CwCλ
S,T = CwCx =

∑
y∈Wn

hw,x,yCy where x = wλ(S, T ).

If hw,x,y �= 0, then y �L x. Hence Theorem 5.13 shows that either x ∼L y or
x <LR y. So we can write

CwCλ
S,T =

∑
y∈Wn
x∼Ly

hw,x,yCy mod Hn(< λ).

Using Corollary 5.3, every y ∈ Wn such that x ∼L y has the form y = wλ(S′, T )
for some S′ ∈ Tλ. So we can rewrite the above relation as follows:

CwCλ
S,T =

∑
S′∈Tλ

rw(S′, S)Cλ
S′,T mod Hn(< λ).
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Finally, we must check that rw(S′, S) is independent of T . To see this, let T1 ∈
Tλ and define r1

w(S′, S) := hw,x1,x′
1

where x1 = wλ(S, T1) and x′
1 = wλ(S′, T1).

Arguing as above, we see that

CwCλ
S,T1

=
∑

S′∈Tλ

r1
w(S′, S)Cλ

S′,T1
mod Hn(< λ).

Hence we have

rw(S′, S) = r1
w(S, S′) ⇔ hw,x,x′ = hw,x1,x′

1
.

Now, Corollary 5.3 shows that x ∼R x1, x′ ∼R x′
1, x ∼L x′ and x1 ∼L x′

1. Hence
the desired equality follows from Theorem 6.3. �

Remark 6.5. The above proof is modeled on the discussion of the Iwahori–Hecke
algebra of the symmetric group Sn in [12, Example 1.2]. In that case, Graham and
Lehrer state that (C3) is already implicit in Kazhdan–Lusztig [13] (or the work of
Barbasch and Vogan and Vogan), which is not really the case. In fact, as the above
proof shows, (C3) relies on the validity of both (♥) and (♠), and the latter was
first proved by Lusztig [14] (even for the symmetric group Sn).

7. Lusztig’s homomorphism from Hn to the ring J

As a further application of the results of the previous section, we will now con-
struct a new basis of Hn with integral structure constants. First of all, this will
lead to an analogue of Lusztig’s “canonical” isomorphism from Hn,K onto the group
algebra KWn; see Theorem 7.8. At the end of this section, we will see that the
subring generated by that new basis is nothing but Lusztig’s ring J . To establish
that identification, we will rely on the recent results of Iancu and the author [10]
concerning Lusztig’s a-function.

Recall the basic set-up from the previous sections. In particular, recall the
partition

Wn =
∐

λ∈Λn

Rλ,

where Λn is the set of all pairs of partitions of total size n. Let us fix λ ∈ Λn. In
the following discussion, we will make repeated use of the bijection

Tλ × Tλ
∼→ Rλ, (T, T ′) 	→ wλ(T, T ′);

see Corollary 5.3. Recall that this implies, in particular, that every left cell contains
a unique element from the set

Dn := {z ∈ Wn | z2 = 1}.
For z ∈ Wn, we denote by dz the unique element in Dn such that z ∼L dz.

By Theorem 6.1, we have χC ∈ Irr(Hn,K) for all left cells in Wn. This allows us to
make the following construction. Let λ ∈ Λn. We fix one left cell in Rλ and denote
its elements by {x1, . . . , xdλ

}. We have a corresponding matrix representation

Xλ : Hn,K → Mdλ
(K), where X

ij
λ (Cw) = hw,xj ,xi

for 1 � i, j � dλ; see (2.3). Let χλ ∈ Irr(Hn,K) be the character afforded by Xλ.
Now, if we vary λ, we get all irreducible characters of Hn,K exactly once. Thus, we
have a labelling

Irr(Hn,K) = {χλ | λ ∈ Λn}.
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As in Section 2, denote by {Dw | w ∈ Wn} the basis which is dual to the basis
{Cw | w ∈ Wn} with respect to the symmetrizing trace τ . We have the following
formula:

τ =
∑

λ∈Λn

1
cλ

χλ, where cλ ∈ A for all λ ∈ Λn.

(In the present case, we do have cλ ∈ A; see [11, Theorem 9.3.5].) The main idea in
this section is to apply Neunhöffer’s results from the end of Section 2, concerning
the explicit Wedderburn decomposition of Hn,K in terms of the products CxDy−1

where x ∼L y.
The following result is inspired by an analogous result for the symmetric group;

see Neunhöffer [19, Kap. VI, §4]. It crucially relies on Theorem 6.3.

Proposition 7.1. The elements {CzDdz
| z ∈ Wn} form a K-basis of Hn,K . We

have the following identity for any w ∈ W :

Cw =
∑
z∈W

hw,dz,z c−1
λz

CzDdz
,

where λz ∈ Λn is defined by the condition that z ∈ Rλz
. Furthermore, we have the

following multiplication rule: If w, z ∈ Wn satisfy w ∼R z−1, then

CzDdz
· CwDdw

= cλz
CuDdu

,

where u ∈ Wn is the unique element such that z ∼R u ∼L w (see Corollary 5.3).
Otherwise, we have CzDdz

· CwDdw
= 0.

Proof. First we prove the multiplication rule, by using a representation-theoretic
argument. Let w, z ∈ Wn and suppose that CzDdz

· CwDdw
�= 0. Since Hn,K is

split semisimple, we have

Xλ(CzDdz
· CwDdw

) �= 0 for some λ ∈ Λn.

Let C be the left cell containing z and let C1 be the left cell containing w. We claim
that

(∗) C, C1 ⊆ Rλ and C ≈ C1 ≈ {x1, . . . , xdλ
},

where {x1, . . . , xdλ
} is our chosen left cell in Rλ. Indeed, since XC is irreducible,

there exists some µ ∈ Λ such that XC is equivalent to Xµ. If we had λ �= µ, then
Lemma 2.11 would imply Xµ(CzDdz

) = 0, contradicting the choice of λ. Thus, we
have µ = λ and so χC = χλ. A similar argument shows that we also have χC1 = χλ.
But then Theorem 6.1 implies that C, C1 ⊆ Rλ, and Theorem 6.3 yields the second
statement in (∗).

Let i, j ∈ {1, . . . , dλ} be such that z ∼R xi and dz ∼R xj . (These indices exist
and are unique by Corollary 5.3.) Then Theorem 6.3 and Lemma 2.12 imply that

CzDdz
= Cxi

Dx−1
j

.

Similarly, if k, l ∈ {1, . . . , dλ} are such that w ∼R xk and dw ∼R xl, then

CwDdw
= Cxk

Dx−1
l

.

Now, by Lemma 2.11, the above elements are multiples of matrix units with respect
to the representation Xλ. (Recall that this is the representation afforded by the
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left cell {x1, . . . , xdλ
}.) Hence the usual multiplication rules for matrix units imply

that j = k and

CzDdz
· CwDdw

= Cxi
Dx−1

j
· Cxj

Dx−1
l

= cλ Cxi
Dx−1

l
.

Finally, let d ∈ Dn be the unique element such that d ∼R xl. Then, by Corol-
lary 5.3, there is a unique element u ∈ Rλ such that d = du and u ∼R xi. In
particular, this means that

u ∼R xi ∼R z and u ∼L du = d−1
u ∼L x−1

l ∼L dw ∼L w.

Furthermore, the condition j = k means that w ∼R xk = xj ∼R dz = d−1
z ∼R z−1.

Thus, if CzDdz
· CwDdw

�= 0, we have established the desired multiplication rule.
Conversely, by following the above arguments backwards, one readily checks that
CzDdz

· CwDdw
has the desired result if w, z ∈ Rλ for some λ ∈ Λn, w ∼R z−1

and z ∼R u ∼L w where u ∈ Rλ. Thus, the multiplication rule is proved.
Now let x ∈ Wn. Then we have

Cdx
Dx−1 = CwDdw

where dx ∼R w and x ∼R dw.

Hence, for any z ∈ Wn, we obtain

CzDdz
· Cdx

Dx−1 =
{

cλz
CuDdu

if z ∼R u ∼L w ∼R z−1,
0 otherwise.

Using the fact that we are dealing with a pair of dual basis, this yields

τ (CzDdz
· Cdx

Dx−1) =
{

cλz
if z ∼R u = du ∼L w ∼R z−1,

0 otherwise.

Now, if the above condition on u, z, w is satisfied, then we have w ∼R z−1 and
w ∼L du = d−1

u ∼L z−1; so we must have w = z−1 by Corollary 5.3. But then we
have x ∼L dx = d−1

x ∼L w−1 = z and x−1 ∼L d−1
w = dw ∼L w−1 = z, which yields

x = z. Thus, we have shown that

τ (CzDdz
· Cdx

Dx−1) =
{

cλz
if x = z,

0 otherwise.

In order to prove the identity Cw =
∑

z∈W hw,dz,z c−1
λz

CzDdz
, we just multiply

both sides by Cdx
Dx−1 and note that, upon applying τ , we obtain the same result.

Once this identity is established, it follows that the elements {CzDdz
| z ∈ Wn}

generate Hn,K . Since this generating set has the correct cardinality, it forms a
basis. �

Corollary 7.2. The matrix
(
hw,dz,z

)
w,z∈Wn

is invertible over K.

Proof. By Proposition 7.1, the above matrix describes the base change between two
basis of Hn,K . �

Definition 7.3. In the above setting, we consider the Z-submodule

Jn := 〈t̂w | w ∈ Wn〉Z ⊆ Hn,K ,

where we set t̂w := c−1
λw

CwDdw
for any w ∈ Wn. The multiplication rules in

Proposition 7.1 immediately imply that Jn is a subring of Hn,K ; indeed, we have

t̂xt̂y =
{

t̂z if x ∼L y−1 and x ∼R z ∼L y,
0 otherwise.
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Furthermore, we have a decomposition

Jn =
⊕

λ∈Λn

Jn,λ (direct sum of two-sided ideals),

where Jn,λ := 〈t̂w | w ∈ Rλ〉Z for every λ ∈ Λn.

We will see at the end of this section that Jn actually is the ring J introduced
by Lusztig in [18, Chap. 18]. However, our basis elements t̂w will not correspond
directly to Lusztig’s basis elements. We have to perform a transformation of the
following type.

Let w 	→ n̂w be an integer-valued function on Wn satisfying the following two
properties:
(N1) we have n̂w = ±1 for all w ∈ Wn;
(N2) the function w 	→ n̂w is constant on right cells.

Having fixed a function as above, we set tw := n̂w t̂w for all w ∈ Wn. By (N1), the
elements {tw | w ∈ Wn} form a new Z-basis of the ring Jn. Writing

tx ty =
∑

z∈Wn

γ̂x,y,z−1 tz (x, y ∈ Wn),

the structure constants γ̂x,y,z−1 are given by

(N3) γ̂x,y,z−1 =
{

n̂y = ±1 if x ∼L y−1 and x ∼R z ∼L y,
0 otherwise;

see Proposition 7.1. The following results will all be formulated in terms of the
basis {tw | w ∈ Wn} of Jn, where we assume throughout that a function satisfying
(N1), (N2) has been fixed. An obvious example is given by the function n̂w = 1
for all w ∈ Wn. (As we will see at the end of this section, we have to take a
different function in order to identify tw with the corresponding element in Lusztig’s
construction.)

Corollary 7.4. The ring Jn introduced above has unit element

T1 =
∑

z∈Dn

n̂z tz (where T1 is the unit element in Hn).

For every λ ∈ Λn, we have Jn,λ
∼= Mdλ

(Z).

Proof. Let z ∈ Dn and assume that z ∈ Rλ. Since dz = z is an involution, the
argument in the proof of Proposition 7.1 now shows that

CzDz = Cxi
Dx−1

i
for some 1 � i � dλ,

where {x1, . . . , xdλ
} ⊆ Rλ is our chosen left cell. Furthermore, we have

∑
z∈Dn∩Rλ

CzDz =
dλ∑
i=1

Cxi
Dx−1

i
.

By Lemma 2.11, the image of the above element under Xµ is 0 if λ �= µ, and cλ

times the identity matrix if λ = µ.
Hence we conclude that the image of ε :=

∑
z∈Dn

t̂z ∈ Jn under Xλ (for any λ)
is the identity matrix. Since Hn,K is split semisimple, this implies that ε is the
identity element in Hn,K , that is, we have ε = T1. �
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We can now establish the following result which is in complete analogy to Lusztig
[18, Theorem 18.9].

Corollary 7.5. Let Jn,A = A⊗Z Jn = 〈tw | w ∈ Wn〉A ⊆ Hn,K . The A-linear map
φ : Hn → Jn,A defined by

φ(C δ
w) =

∑
z∈Wn

hw,dz,z n̂z tz (w ∈ Wn)

is a homomorphism of A-algebras respecting the unit elements.

Proof. Since Jn,A ↪→ Hn,K , the above formula actually defines a K-linear map
φK : Hn,K → Hn,K whose restriction to Hn is φ. By Proposition 7.1, the set
{t̂w | w ∈ Wn} is a basis of Hn,K . Furthermore, the formula in that proposition
shows that φK(t̂ δ

w) = t̂w for all w ∈ Wn. Thus, we have φK ◦ δ = id on Hn,K and,
consequently, φK is a K-algebra homomorphism respecting the unit elements. �

The next result can be regarded as a weak version of property (P15) in Lusztig’s
list of conjectures in [18, Chap. 14].

Proposition 7.6 (Compare Lusztig [18, 18.9(b)]). Let x, x′, y, z, w ∈ Wn be such
that y ∼L x′ ∼R x−1. Then we have∑

z∈Wn

hw,z,y γ̂x,x′,z−1 =
∑

z∈Wn

hw,x,z γ̂z,x′,y−1 .

Proof. By assumption, we have x ∼L x′−1 and x′ ∼L y. Hence we have x, x′, y ∈ Rλ

for some λ ∈ Rn. So, by Corollary 5.3, there exist unique elements z0, z1 ∈ Rλ

such that
x ∼R z0 ∼L x′ and x′−1 ∼L z1 ∼R y.

Now Proposition 7.1 shows that γ̂x,x′,z−1 = 0 unless z = z0, in which case the result
is γ̂x,x′,z−1

0
= n̂x′ . Similarly, we have γ̂z,x′,y−1 = 0 unless z = z1, in which case the

result is γ̂z1,x′,y−1 = n̂x′ . Hence the desired equality is equivalent to the identity

(∗) hw,z0,y = hw,x,z1 .

Suppose that hw,z0,y �= 0. Then y �L z0. We conclude that

x′ ∼L y �L z0 ∼L x′

and so y ∼L z0. On the other hand, we have z0 ∼R x and, hence,

z1 ∼L x′−1 ∼L x ∼L z0.

So we can apply Theorem 6.3 and this yields hw,z0,y = hw,x,z1 . Thus, (∗) holds in
this case. Conversely, if hw,x,z1 �= 0, then a similar argument shows that, again, (∗)
holds. Finally, this also yields that hw,z0,y = 0 if and only if hw,x,z1 = 0. Thus, (∗)
holds in all cases. �

Let E be the free A-module with basis {εx | x ∈ Wn}. Identifying Hn and E via
Cw 	→ εw, the obvious Hn-module on Hn (given by left multiplication) becomes
the Hn-module on E given by

Cw.εx =
∑

y∈Wn

hw,x,y εy (w, x ∈ Wn).
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On the other hand, we can also identify E with Jn,A, via εw 	→ n̂wtw. Then the
obvious Jn,A-module structure on Jn,A (given by left multiplication) becomes the
Jn,A-module structure on E given by

tw ∗ εx =
∑

y∈Wn

γ̂w,x,y−1 n̂xn̂y εy (w, x ∈ Wn).

Now we can state the following result.

Corollary 7.7 (Compare Lusztig [18, 18.10]). For any h ∈ Hn and any x ∈ Wn,
the difference h.εx − φ(hδ) � εx is an A-linear combination of elements εy where
y <LR x (that is, we have y �LR x but y �∼LR x).

Proof. It is enough to prove this for h = Cw where w ∈ Wn. Then we have

φ(Cδ
w) � εx =

∑
z∈Wn

hw,dz,z n̂z tz � εx

=
∑

z∈Wn

∑
y∈Wn

hw,dz,z γ̂z,x,y−1 n̂zn̂xn̂y εy.

Now, if the term correponding to y, z is non-zero, then we have γz,x,y−1 �= 0 and
so z ∼R y. Hence we also have n̂z = n̂y and so n̂zn̂y = 1. By a similar argument,
we can also assume that x ∼L y and x−1 ∼L z ∼L dz. In particular, we have
dz = dx−1 . Consequently, we can rewrite the above sum as follows:

φ(Cδ
w) � εx =

∑
y∈Wn
x∼Ly

( ∑
z∈Wn

hw,dx−1 ,z γ̂z,x,y−1

)
n̂x εy

=
∑

y∈Wn
x∼Ly

( ∑
z∈Wn

hw,z,y γ̂dx−1 ,x,z−1

)
n̂x εy

where the second equality holds by Proposition 7.6. Now, by (N3), we have
γdx−1 ,x,z−1 = 0 unless x = z in which case the result equals n̂x. Hence the above
sum reduces to:

φ(Cδ
w) � εx =

∑
y∈Wn
x∼Ly

hw,x,y εy.

On the other hand, we know that (♠) holds by Theorem 5.13. So, for any y′ ∈ Wn,
we have hw,x,y′ = 0 unless y′ ∼L x or y′ <LR x. Hence we see that, indeed, the
difference h.ε − φ(Cδ

w) � εx has the required form. �
We now apply the above results to construct a “canonical” algebra isomorphism

from Hn,K onto KWn, the group algebra of Wn over K. Let R = Q[Γ] = Q ⊗Z A
and set Hn,R = R ⊗A Hn, Jn,R := R ⊗A JA. The previously defined modules
structures of Hn and Jn,A on E naturally extend to module structures of Hn,R

and Jn,R, respectively, on ER = R ⊗A E . Now we also describe an RWn-module
structure on ER = R ⊗A E , as follows. We have a ring homomorphism

θ : R → R, eγ 	→ 1 (γ ∈ Γ).

We can regard R as an R-module via θ; then we obtain R ⊗R Hn = RWn. We
denote cw = 1 ⊗Cw ∈ RWn for any w ∈ Wn. Hence, we may also regard ER as an
RWn-module, where cw (w ∈ Wn) acts by

cw � εx =
∑

y∈Wn

θ(hw,x,y) εy for any x ∈ Wn.
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Note that this RWn-module structure on ER coincides with the obvious structure
(given by left multiplication), where we identity RWn and ER via cw 	→ εw.

Theorem 7.8 (See Lusztig [14, Theorem 3.1] in the case of equal parameters).
There is a unique homomorphism of R-algebras Φ: Hn,R → RWn such that, for any
h ∈ Hn,R and any x ∈ Wn, the difference h.εx − Φ(h) � εx is a linear combination
of elements εy with y <LR x. Furthermore, writing

Φ(Cw) =
∑

z∈Wn

Φw,z z where Φw,z ∈ R,

we have Φw,z = Φw,z and θ(Φw,z) = δwz for all w, z ∈ Wn. Finally, the induced
map ΦK : Hn,K → KWn is an isomorphism.

(Here, δwz denotes the Kronecker delta, and r 	→ r̄ is the ring involution such
that eγ 	→ e−γ for all γ ∈ Γ).

Proof. First we show the uniqueness statement. Let Φi : Hn,R → RWn (i = 1, 2) be
two homomorphisms such that, for any h ∈ Hn,R and any x ∈ Wn, the difference
h.εx − Φi(h) � εx is a linear combination of elements εy with y <LR x. Then the
difference (Φ1(h)−Φ2(h))�εx is a linear combination of elements εy with y <LR y.
Consequently, Φ1(h) − Φ2(h) ∈ RWn ⊆ KWn acts as a nilpotent operator on
EK = K⊗RE . But, as we already noted above, EK is the left regular KWn-module,
hence we must have Φ1(h) − Φ2(h) = 0.

So it remains to show that an R-algebra homomorphism Φ with the required
properties does exist. In Corollary 7.5, we extend scalars from A to R and obtain
a homomorphism of R-algebras

α : Hn,R → JR = R ⊗A JA, Cw 	→ φ(Cδ
w).

Explicitly, α is given by the formula

α(Cw) =
∑

z∈Wn

hw,dz,z n̂z tz for any w ∈ Wn.

(We can take n̂z = 1 for all z ∈ Wn.) By Corollary 7.7, the above homomorphism
has the property that, for any h ∈ Hn,R and any x ∈ Wn, the difference h.εx −
α(h) � εx is an R-linear combination of elements εy where y <LR x.

Now, as before, we regard R as an R-module via θ and extend scalars. Since the
structure constants of Jn with respect to the basis {tw} are integers, they are not
affected by θ. Hence we obtain an induced homomorphism of R-algebras

β : RWn → JR

such that
β(cw) =

∑
z∈Wn

θ(hw,dz,z) n̂z tz for any w ∈ Wn.

Now the identity in Proposition 7.1 “specializes” to an analogous identity in RWn.
(Note that θ(cλ) = |Wn|/dλ �= 0 for each λ ∈ Λn; see [11, §8.1].) We deduce from
this that the matrix (

θ(hw,dz,z)
)
w,z∈Wn

is invertible over K. Since the coefficients of that matrix lie in Q, so do the coeffi-
cients of its inverse. Consequently, β is an isomorphism of R-algebras. Furthermore,
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a computation analogous to that in the proof of Corollary 7.7 shows that we have

β(cw) � εx =
∑

y∈Wn
x∼Ly

θ(hw,x,y) εy for any x, w ∈ Wn,

and that β(cw)�εx−cw�εx is an R-linear combination of elements εy where y <LR x.
Consequently, since β is an isomorphism, we also have that, for any ι ∈ Jn,R and
any x ∈ Wn, the difference ι�εx−β−1(ι)�εx is an R-linear combination of elements
εy where y <LR x. Now we set

Φ := β−1 ◦ α : Hn,R → RWn.

Let h ∈ Hn,R and x ∈ Wn. Setting ι := α(h) ∈ Jn,R, we obtain that

h.εx − Φ(h) � εx = h.εx − α(h) � εx + α(h) � εx − Φ(h) � εx

= (h.εx − α(h) � εx) + (ι � εx − β−1(ι) � εx)

is an R-linear combination of elements εy where y <LR x, as required.
Finally, φK is an isomorphism since αK is invertible (see Corollary 7.2) and β

is an isomorphism. Furthermore, the coefficients Φw,z have the stated properties,
since Φ is defined as the composition of α (whose matrix is given by the coefficients
hw,dz,z) and the inverse of β (whose matrix is given by the inverse of the matrix
with coefficients θ(hw,dz,z)). �

Note that the above proof relies on the existence of the homomorphism φ : Hn →
Jn and Corollaries 7.2, 7.7. We could not follow Lusztig’s original proof in [14] since,
in the present case, the constants Ms

y,w appearing in the multiplication formula for
the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis are no longer integers.

Example 7.9. Let us consider the case n = 2, where W2 = 〈t, s1〉 is the dihedral
group of order 8. We set s0 = t. The coefficients hs,y,z (for s = s0, s1) and the left
cells have already been determined by an explicit computation in [15, §6]. The left
cells are

{1}, {s1}, {s0, s1s0}, {s1s0s1, s0s1}, {s0s1s0}, {w0}

where w0 = s1s0s1s0 is the unique element of maximal length. For each left cell,
the first element listed is the unique element from D2 in that left cell. From the
information in [15, §6], we know hw,dz,z for w ∈ {s0, s1}. This yields the following
formulas for the homomorphism φ : H2 → J2,A:

φ(Cs0) = (Q+Q−1)ts0 + (Qq−1+Q−1q)ts0s1

+ (Q+Q−1)ts0s1s0 + (Q+Q−1)tw0 ,

φ(Cs1) = (q+q−1)ts1 + ts1s0 + (q+q−1)ts1s0s1 + (q+q−1)tw0 ,

where we take the function n̂w = 1 for all w ∈ W2. Using the multiplication formula
for the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis, we can deduce explicit expressions of φ(Cw), for
any w ∈ W2; this yields the whole matrix of coefficients (hw,dz,z)w,z. In order to
construct Φ: H2,R → RW2, we follow the proof of Theorem 7.8. First, we apply
the ring homomorphism θ : R → R, that is, we specialise Q, q 	→ 1. The matrix of
all coefficients θ(hw,dz,z) is given in Table 1. Composing the matrix of φ with the
inverse of the matrix in Table 1 and expressing the basis {cw} of RW2 in terms
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Table 1. The coefficients θ(hw,dz,z) in type B2

θ(hw,dz,z) 1 s1 s0 s1s0 s1s0s1 s0s1 s0s1s0 w0

1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
s1 0 2 0 1 2 0 0 2
s0 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 2

s1s0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 4
s1s0s1 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 8
s0s1 0 0 2 0 0 4 0 4

s0s1s0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −4 4
w0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8

of the standard basis consisting of group elements, we obtain the following explicit
description of the homomorphism Φ: H2,R → RW2:

Φ(Ts0) =
1
2
(Q − Q−1) · 1 +

1
2
(Q + Q−1) · s0

+
1
4
(Q−Qq−1−Q−1q+Q−1) · (−s1 + s1s0 − s0s1 + s0s1s0),

Φ(Ts1) =
1
2
(q − q−1) · 1 +

1
2
(q + q−1) · s1

+
1
4
(q − 2 + q−1) · (−s0 − s1s0 + s0s1 + s1s0s1).

Note that the formulas do not make any reference to the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis.
Further note that the above formulas specialise to Ts0 	→ s0, Ts1 	→ s1 when
we set Q, q 	→ 1. Also, if we consider the images of Cs0 = Ts0 + Q−1T1 and
Cs1 = Ts1 + q−1T1, then all the coefficients are seen to be fixed by the involution
r 	→ r̄, as stated in Theorem 7.8.

To close this section, we explain how to identify Jn with Lusztig’s ring J . First
we need some definitions.

Let z ∈ Wn. Following Lusztig [18, 14.1], we define an element ∆n(z) ∈ Γ and
an integer 0 �= nz ∈ Z by the condition

e∆n(z) P ∗
1,z ≡ nz mod A<0;

note that ∆n(z) � 0. Following [18, 13.6], we define a function an : Wn → Γ as
follows. Let z ∈ Wn. Then we set

an(z) := min{γ � 0 | eγ hx,y,z ∈ A�0 for all x, y ∈ Wn}.
Furthermore, for any x, y, z ∈ Wn, we set

γx,y,z−1 = constant term of ean(z) hx,y,z ∈ A�0.

Following [18, Chap. 18], we use the constants γx,y,z to define a new bilinear pairing
on our free abelian group Jn with basis {tw | w ∈ Wn} by

tx • ty :=
∑
z∈W

γx,y,z−1 tz for all x, y ∈ W.

As explained in [18, Chap. 18], one can show that (Jn, •) is an associative ring with
unit element 1J =

∑
d∈Dn

ndtd, if the following properties from Lusztig’s list of
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conjectures in [18, Chap. 14] hold, where

D := {z ∈ Wn | an(z) = ∆n(z)}.
(P1) For any z ∈ Wn we have an(z) � ∆n(z).
(P2) If d ∈ Dn and x, y ∈ Wn satisfy γx,y,d �= 0, then x = y−1.
(P3) If y ∈ Wn, there exists a unique d ∈ Dn such that γy−1,y,d �= 0.
(P4) If z′ �LR z, then an(z′) � an(z). Hence, if z′ ∼LR z, then an(z) = an(z′).
(P5) If d ∈ Dn, y ∈ Wn, γy−1,y,d �= 0, then γy−1,y,d = nd = ±1.
(P6) If d ∈ Dn, then d2 = 1.
(P7) For any x, y, z ∈ Wn, we have γx,y,z = γy,z,x.
(P8) Let x, y, z ∈ Wn be such that γx,y,z �= 0. Then x ∼L y−1, y ∼L z−1,

z ∼L x−1.
Now we have the following result:

Theorem 7.10 (Geck and Iancu [10, Theorem 1.3]). In the “asymptotic case” in
type Bn, all the properties (P1)–(P15) from Lusztig’s list of conjectures in [18,
Chap. 14] hold, except possibly (P9), (P10) and (P15). Furthermore, we have
D = Dn := {z ∈ Wn | z2 = 1}.

In particular, (P1)–(P8) hold and so we do have an associative ring (Jn, •) with
unit element.

Following [18, 18.8], we set n̂w := nd, where d ∈ Dn is the unique element such
that d ∼L w−1 (which exists and is unique by Corollary 5.3). By construction,
the function w 	→ n̂w is constant on the right cells of Wn. Thus, w 	→ n̂w is an
integer-valued function on Wn which satisfies (N2). By (P5), we see that (N1)
also holds.

We shall now take this function in the above discussion. That is, the formula
(N3) reads:

γ̂x,y,z−1 =
{

nd if x ∼L y−1, y ∼L z, z ∼R x, d = d−1 ∼L y−1,
0 otherwise;

Now we can state the following result.

Proposition 7.11. For any x, y, z ∈ Wn, we have γ̂x,y,z−1 = γx,y,z−1 .

Proof. Let x, y, z ∈ Wn be such that x ∼L y−1, y ∼L z and z−1 ∼L x−1. By (P3),
there exists a unique d ∈ Dn such that γx−1,x,d �= 0. We have d2 = 1. Hence, by
(P8), we obtain d ∼L x ∼L y−1 and so

γ̂x,y,z−1 = n̂y = nd;

see the formula in Definition 7.3. This yields the identity

γ̂x,y,z−1 = nd = γx−1,x,d = γx,d,x−1 ;

see (P5), (P7). Now, since d = d−1 ∼R y, x ∼R z and y ∼L z, we have

hx,d,x = hx,y,z ;

see Theorem 6.3. By (P4), we have an(x) = an(z). Hence the above identity
implies that an(x)hx,d,x and a(z)nhx,y,z have the same constant term and so

γ̂x,y,z−1 = γx,d,x−1 = γx,y,z−1 ,

as required. It remains to consider the case where x, y, z do not satisfy the con-
ditions x ∼L y−1, y ∼L z, z−1 ∼L x−1. But then we have γ̂x,y,z−1 = 0 by
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Proposition 7.1 and γx,y,z−1 = 0 by (P8). Hence we have γx,y,z−1 = γ̂x,y,z−1 in all
cases. �

Combining Theorem 7.10 with the results in this paper, we can summarize the
situation as follows.

Corollary 7.12. In the “asymptotic case” in type Bn, the properties (P1)–(P14)
from Lusztig’s list in [18, Chap. 14] hold. Furthermore, we have the weak version of
(P15) in Proposition 7.6. The ring Jn with its ring structure given by Jn ⊆ Hn,K

as in Definition 7.3 is Lusztig’s ring (Jn, •).

Proof. The statement concerning Jn follows from Proposition 7.11. Furthermore,
taking into account Theorem 7.10, it only remains to consider:

x �L y and an(x) = an(y) ⇒ x ∼L y,(P9)

x �R y and an(x) = an(y) ⇒ x ∼R y.(P10)

Now, by [18, 14.10], property (P10) is a formal consequence of (P9). To prove
(P9), let x, y ∈ Wn be such that x �L y and an(x) = an(y). By Theorem 7.10, we
know that the following holds:

(P11) x �LR y and an(x) = an(y) ⇒ x ∼LR y.

Hence we conclude that x ∼LR y, and (♠) yields x ∼L y, as desired. �

Remark 7.13. The defining formula for φ in [18, 18.9] reads

φ(C δ
w) =

∑
z∈Wn,d∈Dn
an(z)=an(d)

hw,d,z n̂z tz.

But, once (P9) is known to hold, the above formula reduces to the one in Corol-
lary 7.5. Indeed, assume that z ∈ Wn and d ∈ Dn are such that an(z) = an(d)
and hw,d,z �= 0. Then z �L d and (P9) implies that z ∼L d. Thus, we must have
d = dz.

Remark 7.14. In [7], it is shown that the existence of Lusztig’s homomorphism
into the ring J has various applications in the modular representation theory of
Iwahori–Hecke algebras, most notably the fact that there is a natural “unitrian-
gular” structure on the decomposition matrix associated with a non-semisimple
specialisation. Given Corollary 7.12 and the results in this paper, we can now ap-
ply the theory developed in [7] to Hn as well. This should lead to new proofs of
some results by Dipper, James, and Murphy [6].

Note added in proof (November 2006)

Recently, L. Iancu and C. Pallikaros have shown that the cell modules in the as-
ymptotic case in type Bn are canonically isomorphic to the Specht modules defined
in [6]. This will be published elsewhere.
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